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Student Activities Day 
September 12, 2001 
&-.IV 
nr.mascot.co, 
Deacon Mike gives us a quick wave and 
then talks to students about Campus 
Ministry and Yearbook. Did we mention 
he is the advisor of the Exodus 
0 , 
rl1e campus cemer (belo" ) offers free 
couon candy to the ~tudcms walking by. 
Come visit the Oasis table ( below) 
.because at OASIS it 's where everybody 
knows your name. 
Do you like to~" im'? If ~o the Aquatic~ table with 
Alan Salemi wa> the place tO be. lie mformcd 
students of when the program> that included water 
would be taking place 
Student Activities day is a 
great chance for all the 
student and faculty run 
organizations to get their 
name out to the Rhode 
Island Co liege commu-
nity. For students this day 
is a good way to get infor-
mation about getting 
involved on campus 
which is the key to having 
great memories from 
College. 
Come visit the Donov;m Dining Center 
table. Donovan is a great place to meet other 
students. study or cat great food. 
all the diiTcrcnt thing, being offered 
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1 he judg..:<> look on as the pa-
rade g,oc, b\ to -;cc '' hich fl<Mt 
j.., the bc-;t 
The winning Float for this years Parade - Willard Hall Council 
Browne Hall Cot::m~c~i tl----;:::;;-;:=:--~ 
1es_111I edgul-;) 3rm\nc 
Hall represent <;ix decades of 
RIC's fci'lalc population. E\ en 
though their drcs~ ''ill be di-
' erse, .hey come together as 
one 'oice of RIC PRIDE. I heir 
tloat uses RIC's school colo··s 
and like the colors !heir spmt Is 
consta'1t ard lasting. 
Homecomming Parade 200 I 
Rock'n through the Decades cel-
ebrated over I 0 decades of music. 
Each floatthat participated in this 
years parade had to design their float 
centered around this years theme. 
Someoftheorganizations that 
particpated were the Willard Hall 
coucii,Browne Hall council,S.O.S. 
Womens Softball team, Co-Op 
playgroup, RSA. Also a huge thanks 
to theOfficeofStudent Activities and 
OASIS for helping make this years 
parade a sucess.A special thanks to 
President Dr. Nazarian for being the 
Grand Marshal in this years parade. 
\\ o 1 ~o · ::>a I 1 "1 
The women's softball float takes you 
back through the past six decades 
when former student- athletes 
proudly competed for RIC. They 
spread the true RIC Spirit throughout 
the college community. They espe-
cially honor the 2001 Hall of Fame 
class because they have inspired the 
athletes to strive for high standards in 
the classroom as well as the athletic 
arena. 
-Chess for Charity-
This event was a simultaneous chess 
exhibition to raise money to benefit the 
Student Community Government 
September 11th Fund which helps the 
victims and families in New York and 
Washington. Students paid two dollars to 
play against one of RIC's top chess 
players. 
6 ('h"" for (harit>· 
'-
Rhode Island College has some 
great events going on right in the 
middle of the quad. During free 
period, students are urged to take 
the stress of classes, lectures, 
tests and essays and go into the 
Cinemation theater or play some 
laser tag! These fun events are 
usually planned by Programming. 
Quad Events 7 
The Alcohol 
Insanity Tour 
Featuring ..  
Wendi Fox 
The Alcohol Insanity tour featuring come-
dian Wendi Fox came to RIC on October 
18,200 I. Wendi Fox is a national known speaker 
that spreads her message about alcohol aware-
ness with a style of her own. This event was 
sponsored by The Office of Student Activities, 
Residential life, the Counseling Center and RIC 
Progranm1ing. -
\lic~i F~1< · t:J••·•:•·I! 
~.~.Ll\ -":':. ... _ ...... 
--·'"""""-,__ mingmcmbcr. LauraColannino. 
\ \1 IJJ proudly introduces Wcndi Fox 
T f h h \v d
. F to everyone in the audience. The he star o 1 c s 0\\. en 1 ·ox. d" · r h au 1encc can not wau •Or 1 e 
8 Alcohol hh,uuty Tour show to begin. 
Above the Speical Projects Assitants along with 
the RIC Programming stafftake time for a group 
picture. To the left the audience enjoys the show. 
They seem to be laughing, Nice job Wendi! 
The two J>ictures to 
the right show Wendi 
talking to the audi-
ence. She keeps the 
audience entertained 
with her personal 
stor ies. The 
audienced laughed 
all night and hope-
fully enjoyed the 
show! lf you missed 
it this year be sure to 
check to sec if shes 
a round next year. 
Look at the smiling faces of Allison Angers, 
Robert Wahnon, and Tracy Garrity as they 
gather for a group shot before the start of the 
show. . 
The Rhode College sruaent commumty wanted 
to do their part to help out with the September 
11th relieffunds in support of al l the men and 
women who lost their lives for the sake of our 
The RIC Benefit Concert 
For the September 11th 
NYC Relief Fund 
oreat country. This event raised nearly a thousand Abovcasirnplc~xplanation.o~whereall thernoncyraiscd is 
0 
. . to go. Good JOb at orgamzmg such a great CYCnt and 
dollars for the YC Relteffund. Thts event was Thanksagaintoallthosetbatattcndcd. 
~ponsored by RSA and Students f?r. the perform- To the right a 
mg arts. Thank you to all who pat1tctpated and couple en joys the 
attended. 
Above, the residental halls show their support by 
adding money to designated jars. Anything more 
than a penny counts towards their dorms cash, 
however a penny counts against them. It's called the 
Penny Wars. From the looks of this picture it looks 
like Weber Hal l has the most pennies in their jar! 
ente1tainment pro-
vided by the various 
bands. They seem 
to be enjoying 
themselves.Below a 
RIC band shows 
the audience their 
stuff. They seem to 
been joying them-
selves. 
RIC' Benefit Concert 9 
A crazy night where each orm has a color and the students wear those colors 
and scream and shout all night long to win a entire dorm · to a great 
restaurant. Students will do anything for great food 
.. ~qr~~) • r.7 I 
From left to right; 
starting with Kim 
Santos and ending 
with Rebecca 
Horton These 
Browne hall 
girl show off their 
stomachs so that 
evetyone knows 
what dorm they 
championship for the 
second year in a row. 
Even though they are 
the dorm that wears 
green- By the end of 
the night all the dorms 
were wearing green all 
over their faces. Green 
with ENVY! 
These Weber Hall maniacs are 
decked out in blue. 
Below, on the left is one of their 
RA's -P.J Lague showing his 
love for Weber Hall. Below to 
the right is Joshua Lapan who as 
a freshman already has Weber 
ha ll pride. Below Kristen Haley 
and Lindsey Jenison show their 
Sweet hall spirit. 
Sweet hall is nuts and everyone knows it. Mid-
night Madness just gives them the chance to show 
how really crazy they are. This loud bunch wears 
black to Sweet hall. 
Below Thorp hall dressed in white shows 
the other dorms who's boss. 
Shacktown is a great event sponored by Habitat for 
Humanity. Organizations got together and spent twenty-
hours outside in a cardboard box to show their support for 
people with out homes or with substandard homes. 
Student Community Governments treasurer, Jed 
son slept in this box that he bui It to show his support. It 
reads; Proudlyservingyourcollegecommunity-SCG 
12 Shack Town 
3HRCKT 
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...-~ To the left the Vice president of the 
Anchor Daria D 'am ore builds the house 
she'll be staying in for Shack town. Above, 
the Exodus yearbook shows thejr support 
with their house. 
~.-~ 
Walter Borden ~!~~~ 
pulls the year-
book boxes 
out to the 
dumpster after 
spending a 
night in them !..:af55!!e5~55; with the rest oft: 
the staff. 
Above the 
poetry club 
gets geared up ~~~~~~~ 
for a night lili 
outside. They 
broughtsnacks bd~~ 
anddrums! .... 
These students all participated 
in an open forum discussing 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and 
transgender issues (G LBT). 
This open forum was held 
because students seemed to be 
upset about the chalking that 
the Rainbow Alliance 
organization wrote on the quad 
on National coming out day. 
Speaker, Doug Cu1ton (right ) 
helped the Rhode Island 
College Community 
understand the chalking, and 
why it is done. He is an alumnus 
of Rhode Island College and 
has been asked to speak at 
Rhode Island College 
numerous times in the past. 
14 
Straight talk on 
GLBTissues 
The Psychic Fair 
What is in your 
future? 
These students 
came to the Psychic 
Fair to find out. This 
was a wonderful 
event sponsored by 
RIC Programming. 
IS 
~Don't fear the flames~ 
~ -
Melissa and Michelle Perry make their 
pots for llalloween. They picked colors 
that glowed in the dark combining tinted 
clay and illuminated paint. 
16 rr;-f 7?:.-
Ceramics club, 
Jessica Kenyon helped 
glaze the pots that stu-
dents were making. The 
Ceramics club is one of 
the newer organizations 
on campus and has 
done a wonderful job 
promoting their organi-
zation! 
Candle light Vigil 
Amnesty Interna-
tional held a 
candlelight vigil for 
all those who died 
in the September 
11th tradgedy. It 
was a wonderful 
way to show 
support and it was 
a big hit among 
students. 
17 
Aids Awareness Day 
This year's World AIDS Day theme wac ·'tie a force for Change." 
The purpose of the theme is to recogr ize the millions of young 
adults worldwide who are affected - directly and indirectly - by 
HIV/AIDS. World AIDS Day aim is to increase understanding of 
the magnitude of the HIV/AIDS epidemic globally and that the 
epidemic continues despite new hope in treatment. Worldwide 
implementation of the theme promotes action and sound policies 
to prevent HIV transmission and minimizes the epidemic's im act 
teenagers and young adults 
-::/t?JIT 
One hundred ninety one countries around the world 
observed this day to draw attention to the AIDS 
epidemic. In the United States, activities for World 
AIDS Day around the country are coordinated by the 
American Association for World Health, in conjunction 
with the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/ 
AIDS (UNAIDS), the Pan American Health 
Organization and the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services. 
18 Aids Aworcncss Day 
RIC Showed their support by 
having many o fthe blankets out 
for all students to observe in the 
Ballroom. The blankets are 
made by fami I ies ofindi vi duals 
who's lives were taken by 
AIDS. 
;: 
~. I , 
World AIDS Day will link communities throughout 
the United States in a unified observance when 
the White House dims its lights from 7:45 p.m. to 
8 :00 p.m. This visual demonstration will signify 
the commitment to fight the AIDS epidemic and 
wi ll give tribute to people living with HIV/AIDS 
j and to those who have died from AIDS. 
UNAIDS estimated that 
as of June 1998, 30.6 
million men, women and 
children worldwide were 
living with HIV/AIDS, 
and that if current trends 
continue, between 60 
and 70 million adults will 
have been infected with 
HIV by the year 2000. 
Worldwide, one out of 
every 100 adults is living 
with HIV and at least 50 
percent of all new 
infections are among 
people under the age of 
25. In the United States, 
---~~~~~-~.~ ,..,., ~.........., 641,086 people had been 
,~====\~~ ~"'~~~tie--. -. - s reported with HIV/AIDS I ~~~ ~ '~~~e. by December 31, 1997. 
HOLO '(_'0 - ~-,~~"'C:..-~~~ 
c ~:.:~.~ <:::)~ ~ oq, · Of these, approximately 
LOs -;u ...., ~- ":' ~- ., · - 385,000 had already 
•• died. 
Spring Events 
20 Spring Event' ~n.ng 
''Spring'' Story 
Peter Ciacci, Christine Furtado, Brian Damiano and John Moon take a break 
in between classes to hang out in front of Adam 's Library . 
/ 
Sweethearts Nicholas Raymond and 
Suzy Alba enjoy a warm embrace on 
this beautiful spring day. 
• 
Spring is such a beautiful 
time of year here at Rhode 
Island College. Professors 
hold classes outside on 
Sopha Prak, Meghan Labossiere and Pam Collard relax in front of the Athletic 
Center. 
nice days, students take breaks 
to chat, hang out and relax and 
organizations host extremely fun 
and informati\e activities 
(Left) Janet Park from the Counseling Center and Jennifer 
Duhamel (Right) from health services, work together to 
promote sexual assault awareness. 
Leade~ship c~.~~~~H.2ful racuuy 
The leadership retreat 
weekend was a great 
opportunity for Rhode 
Island ollege students to 
learn an abundance of 
leadership skills, tech-
niques and great ice 
breakers. Everyone who 
went on the retreat made 
many lifelong friends 
and had an enriching and 
(top left to right) Hollis Lima, 
Jed Thompson, Joseph Bums, 
Alan Salemi, Jason Coggshell, 
Pamela Bryant, Theresa 
and Sasha Guilbault. (middle 
left to right) Phi I Schecter, 
Jessica Nappi, Adam Stanly, 
Jason LaRose, Suzanna Alba, 
and Maria Quiery. (front left 
to right) Kristen Salemi, 
Katelyn Averill, Rebecca 
Horton, Rachel Caswell, 
Sarah Nichols, Samantha 
Mendes and Abbey Brooks. 
22 Lcadcr, lup rc!rC3l 
who made this trip possible, Alan and 
Kristen Salemi. Katelyn Averill 
(right) and Sarah Nichols (below) are 
shoving bananas down their throats as 
fast as they can to win one of the 
games the retreat members played. 
~ 
Jessica Nappi, Maria Quirey and Adam Stanley learned, along with all of the members on the retreat not 
to prejudge people by playing a game where a random label was chosen for you that you didn't know. 
I. 
These students on the 
left enjoyed their free 
time on the retreat 
exploring the grounds. 
( top left to right) 
Rachel Caswell, Katelyn 
Averill, Abbey Brooks, 
Sarah Nichols, Phil 
Schecter, ( bottom left to · 
right) Jason Coggshell 
and Rebecca Horton. 
1 (top left to right) Hollis Lima, 
1 Jed Thompson, Joseph Bums, 
.. 1 Alan Salemi, Jason Coggshell, 
- Pamela Bryant, Theresa Peters 
and Sasha Guilbault. (middle left 
to right) Phil Schecter, Jessica 
Nappi, Adam Stanly, Jason -- LaRose, Suzanna Alba, and 
~===::-:::::_ Maria Quiery. (front left 
R~~!!= to right) Kristen Salemi, Katelyn 
A veri II, Rebecca Horton, Rachel 
Caswell, Sarah Nichols, 
Samantha Mendes and Abbey 
Brooks. 
Leadership re1rca1 23 
The 2000-2001 Yearbook Unveiling 
( to the right) Anthony Provast, Rachel 
Caswell, Abbey Brooks, and Holly Farquer 
enjoyed the Unveiling and are crossing their 
fingers because they want to win the raffle! 
~ dli.PtJ ... c:- ... p ~ 
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Gary Penfield, 
The Vice 
President of 
Student Affairs 
visited the 
Unveiling to 
support the year 
book staff. 
( to the left) Melissa Murphy, 
Katelyn Averill, Samantha 
Mendes, Walter Borden and 
Joshua Lapan take a picture 
with their families who came to 
the Unveiling to be honored for 
all their donations, love and 
support. 
Alan, Matthew and Kristen Salemi enjoyed looking 
through the old yearbooks that were on display. 
( to the left) Justin 
Deveau and some 
his friends from the 
wrestling team came 
by for the free food 
and support the 
yearbook unveiling. 
BillDony 
( President of the 
Anchor) and .-- -------- -
Jessica Dumas 
( President of 
Habitat for Hu-
manity) 
Enjoy the food 
and music. 
Jason Coggshell is looking through the newest yearbook. 
E 
X 
0 
D 
u 
Our treasurer Katelyn Averill gives our advisor a S 
specia l rose to thank him for all the help. 
Director of Campus Center, Brian 
Allen covered by the beauti ful center-
pieces enjoyed the event. 
\U\J~_) 
Our Jostens Representative ( the place 
that publishes the book ) Norval Garnett 
joined our staff in our celebration. 
Yearbook Unveiling 25 
Spring Bv 
,~ ( ( .-, 
I re~hmen J,sisten \ fackem,ic and Rebecca 
, \Ucn eni< >\ one of their man) \\arm 
night" spent on Ft. l .audcrdale Beach, 
. h. 
.Jennifer Cyr stops to ask a 
fricnclh cow for direction~ as 
she rides her bike th rough 
< 
the green hills of Ireland dur 
ing her Spring Break trip . 
Eric racey, ichaeiDay,andPatrickTraceyrest ra momenttopose a~.oup 
picture during their trip to Europe(bottom left) . David Valliere proudly poses for 
a picture while visiting The Parthanon during his Spring Break trip to Athens, 
26 Sprmg Orc:•k 
Greece (bottom right). 
kie~nan and 1 \ manda '\.t \ '1s 
show off their Iii Rhocl~ apparel hclc)\\ 
on their trip ro sunn~ I 'lorida. 
• 
' •.. 
Jerzy Prachniack, 
Lindsay Amaral, Eric 
Leap, and Jackie Vales 
have a blast while they 
enJOY Miami Florida's 
interesting nightlife on 
Spring Break! 
Sarna. n'ha Mendes and Suzy Alba en Joy a 
visit 
with a few bagpipe 
players on St. Patricksdayduringtheirbreak 
from their Media conference in wonderful 
NewYork City. 
Spring Brcok 27 
Spring Cotillion 
Below Nate Grist and his date enjoy the Cotillion 
Kimberly O'Conner and Lupe 
Rivera {1 
nit§ 
Jeremy Rodrigues , Jessica Nappi and David Martins 
YC(J)llJlir 
mulglffiil 
To the left Samantha Mendes and Walter Borden. 
ick A l fred and his guest enjoy the night wi th Paul Lague. and Lauren Dettore 
Gerry 0' Arezzo and Kristen Haley Colin Sepko and his girl friend 
The Spring Cotillion is 
sponcered by RSA and is a 
great event that gets stu-
dents our of their houses 
and d01ms.Theevening 
consists of a wonderful 
meal, pictures and dancing. 
This year it was help at the 
Marriott in Providence. 
Spun~: Coullion 2'1 
Bro\\ ne hall back rO\\: Jamid Sh oul. Troy 
Lamber. '\uria Charutre. Pedro \1ontengro. 
AndrC\\ LaBonte. Middle: Renee De Beaulieu. 
Rebecca Horton Front: Claribel Crews. Below 
Rachel 'Je\\ man (HD). Renee De Beaulieu and 
Rebecca Horton take a break! 
OlympRICs 
Below Plino German. A llison Angers and 
Walter Borden show all the other dorms who 
Willard Hall Back: Mike Olukoya.Joseph Burns. Lauren Minichcllo, Liz LeJeune, I an Robertson, Misti Bowen. 
Torn Ricci. and Kimberly O'Conner. Front: Walter Borden. Evan Bryant. Allison Angers. Samantha Mendes. 
Kcll) Walsh. Ondrea Robinson. PlinoGerman and Lupe Rivera. 
Thorp hall back row: Katie Thomas. Chris 
EngleheartandJoshua Kent. Front: Dfan Byun. 
Alex Gracia and Renee Marcaccio. Below Katie 
and Renee try not to drop the ball during the wacky 
relay. 
Charm Howie, James Williamson, Charles Hewes, 
Derek Freitas, Rob Wah non, Angela Sarette, and 
Bill Canale. Middle: Joanne Pora, Jennifer 
Poplawski, Andrew Turenne, Lauren Gcrdcand 
Paul Lague. 
Angela 
Sarette tries 
to use her 
basketball 
skills to get 
frisbees on 
the bulls 
eye. 
And the WINNER IS ..... SWEET HALL 
Sweet hall back row: Tim Touchette, 
Rebecca Butler, Sherita Delgado, Tim 
Roblee, Elena Sanborn, Justin Deavou, 
and Matthew Kelly. Front German 
Cardona, and Gerry LaBonte. 
Richard Hatch signs some 
autographs for RIC students ... 
Jason LaRose intently 
makes a beaded neck-
lace at the craft table. 
End of the Year Dinner 
Roomates Gail Vierra and lillian Kiernan got to meet 
Richard Hatch, the "survivor" and winner of 1 million 
dollars at the End of the Year Dinner!! 
Sarah Nichols and Seneca Nowland enjoy just some 
of the great food at the End of the Year Dinner. 

2001 Season 
Will iam Paterson State 
Montclair State 
Jhonson & Wales 
Ri, ier 
Worcester State 
Mit 
Roger Williams 
Salem State 
Southern Maine 
UMass-Boston 
Connecticut College 
Umass-Dartmouth 
Keene State 
Western Connecticut 
Bridgwater State 
Plymouth State 
Salve Regina 
Wentworth 
Eastern Connecticut 
Loss. 0-2 
Loss. 2-3 
Win,4-0 
Loss. 0-3 
Tic. 2-2 
Loss. 1-2 
Loss. 0-1 
Loss. 0-1 . 
Tic. 0-0. OT 
Win. 4-0 
Loss, 0-2 
Loss. 0-1 
Loss. 2-4 
Win. 2-0 
Win. 3-2. OT 
Loss, 1-6 
Tic, 0-0, OT 
Loss. 0-1 
Tic. 1-1 
Tic. 0-0.0T, loss on pk 
RIC Soccer Roundup-
Providence, RI-Rhode Island College junior forward Scott 
Maio (Exeter, Rl). junior back James Williamson (;"1\orth Kingstown, 
Rl) and sophomore midfi<llder Paul Sousa (East Providence, Rl) were 
each named Second Team All-Little East Conference for their 
performance in men ·s soccer this season. 
Main. a forward. played in 20 games, starting 18 of them. He had eight 
goals and three assists for 19 points on the season. Main had two game-
winning goals to his credit. He led the team in goals, points and game-
winning goals and was second in assists. 
Williamson, a sweeper. played in 17 games, starting all of them. He bad 
three goals and one assist for seven points on the season. He was tied for 
second on the team in points and was second in goals. 
Sousa, a mid fielder. played in 18 games, starting 17 of them. He had two 
goals and one assist for Jive points on the season. lie ranked fourth on the 
team in points and was tied for third on the squad in goals. 
Head Coach Len Mercurio's team finished the 2001 season with a 4-11 -5 
overall record and a 2-3-2 (fourth place) mark in the Little East 
Conference. Despite battling fiOh-seedcd Western Connecticut State 
Uni,ersity to a 0-0 tic through regulation and lour 15 minute O\ertime 
periods, RIC was eliminated from the Little East Conference Tournament 
on penalty kicks (3-1) by the Colonials on Oct. 30 
34 \thletics 
Front Row (I to r): Craig Bannon, Alex Gracia, Matt Lambert, Mike Maciel. Nate Gaye, 
Brian Schimmel, Pete Ceprano. Paul Sousa. 
Back Row (I tor): Assistant Coach Brian Dougher, Assistant Coach John Mello, Rob 
Williamson, James Williamson, Chris Enright, Scott Main, Joe Burns, Carlos Pinhancos, 
Jason Nelson, Ivo Luis, Josh Nelson, Johan Calderon, Radivoje Nedeljkovic, Chris Furey, 
Head Coach Len Mercurio 
2001 Season 
Salve Regina 
Oswego State 
Muhlenberg 
Worcester State 
ECSU 
UMass-Darunouth 
Sou1hen1 Maine 
UMass-Boston 
Framingham Stale 
Bay Path 
Roger Williams 
Bridgwater State 
Rivier 
Keene State 
wcsu 
Plymouth State 
Plymouth State 
Anchorwomen Soccer: 
Win.2-0 
Tie. 0-0 
Loss. 0-1 
Win. 3-2 
Tic. 2-2 
Win. 3·0 
Win. 2-0 
Win,IO.O 
Loss. I -2 
Win,4·2 
Win, 4-0 
Loss, 3-l 
Win,4·0 
Loss, 0-5 
Loss. 0-1 
Loss. 2-3 
Loss. I -6 
Season Summary 
Head Coach Nicole Barber's team 
finished its 2001 campaign 8-7-2 overall and 3-
3-1 in the Little East Conference. This season 
was one of Rhode Island College women's 
soccer team's most successful in the program's 
seven-year history. The Anchorwomen were 
eliminated from the 2001 LEC Tournament 
with a 6-1loss to Plymouth State College on 
Oct. 23. 
RIC qualified for the Little East Conference 
Tournament for only the second time and 
hosted a first round game for the first time ever 
in the program's history. The '01 campaign 
was also the team's second winning season 
ever [1999]. 
36 Athletics 
Johnson & \\ale> 
Coa>t Gu3rd 
\\'e>tfeold State 
Tuft\ 
\\' PI 
ECSLt 
LtMa»·Danmouoh 
l.tM3S>·00>tOn 
Weslyan 
Amherst 
Gordon 
Plymouth State 
St. Lawrence 
Regis 
Framingham State 
UMass-Dartmouth 
Annn Mario 
Keene Soaoe 
Clark 
Eastern Nazarene 
Suffolk 
ECSU 
Springfeild 
Emmanuel 
WNI!C 
Pone Manor 
Endicoll 
Southern \1aone 
PI) mouth State 
Roger \\olliam> 
2001 Season 
l.o". 2-3 
l.o.-. 1-3 
Lo-.. 1-3 
lo". 1-3 
\\on. 3-1 
l.o". 0-3 
lo.-. 0-3 
\\on. 3-1 
lOS\, 0-3 
Loss. 0-3 
LOS>. 0·3 
Los;. 0·3 
Loss. 1-3 
Win. 3·0 
Win. 3-0 
Loss. 2-3 
Win, 3-0 
LOS>. 1-3 
Loss. 0-3 
Loss. 1-3 
Win 3·0 
lo". 0·3 
lo". 0·3 
\\on. 3-1 
\\on, 3-2 
\\on, 3-0 
lo". 0-3 
\\on. 3-2 
loss. 1-3 
Athletics 37 
Albcrtu' ;\lagnus College 
College of 'lew Jersey 
College of 'ew Jcn>e> 
Drew Umven:ity 
Mt. Marty College 
St. Mary's College of Marylmul 
\Vc:-.tcrn New England 
ll ill,dalcCollcgc 
Rutgcr~ 
Rutgc" 
Rogcr\\'ilham> 
\\ orce>terStatcCollcge 
Univer>ity of Southern Maine 
Univcn:ity of Southern Maine 
Suffolk University 
Salem State College 
Keene State College 
Keene State College 
Bridgwater State College 
l'ramunghamStateCollcge 
Uma" Dartmouth 
Clark Univcr>ity 
Ea>tern Connecticut State Umvcr>1ty 
Eastern Connecticut State Univer>ity 
Umass Dartmouth 
We ntworth Institute of Technology 
Wheaton College 
l'lymouth State College 
Plymouth State College 
Wheaton College 
UMa" Boston 
UMa" Bo>ton 
Umtcd States Coast Guard Acadamy 
Western Connecticut State Uni vcn:ity 
Western Connecticut State Uni 
IO» 7- 12 
loss 4-9 
loss 1-10 
loss 5-8 
loss 4-5 
loss 8- 10 
loss 5-6 
loss 2-12 
loss 10-11 
''in 4·3 
win 9--1 
los> 6-9 
loss 0-20 
loss 2-7 
win 7-5 
win 7.3 
loss 3-5 
loss 3-5 
loss 6-15 
win 8-1 
loss2-13 
win 19-7 
loss -1-S 
loss 3-12 
loss 2-7 
win 6·1 
loss 2- 12 
loss 6-13 
loss 8-12 
loss -l-6 
win Il-l 
win 10-8 
win 15-2 
loss 0-2 
loss 4-5 
Below Left The Whole Team: 
Front Row (I to r): Ryan Lynch, Kyle Benchsky, Mike Luke, Glennu,,lblon, 
Sean McN,undr.,, Marco Neves. 
Middle Row: Bri.m Peer, Mike Melucci, D.wc Quaglia, Joe Cerullo, O.ln 
Furtado, Chris Smaldone, Anthony Pacitto, Matt Brannon, George Scrr,l. 
Back Row: A"i>tant Coach Brad Bu<tin, A«ist<~nt Coach Marc P.lnt.lZis, 
Eric Gibrcc, Ru'> B.uron, Alex CrottMu, Seth DeCorte, Jinl Milano, J~(( 
Steere, JcrCnl)' Edw~rd>, Head Co.lCh Jay Grenier, Manage r Bill Shea, 
Manager Scott Vlfgulak. 
~~~~~~.:c 
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2002 Season 
VorL Colle~c 
\larian ( olle~c 
Arc.adtJ L:nt\Chlt)" 
Concordoa ColleR< 
Od-\'ally College 
Gordon College 
South\\C\Iem lllmo" (ollegc 
' •" bur) College 
Sahc Rc~ma 
Sa.h't Rc1tina 
Keene State 
Keene State 
Onb,on College 
\Vorcc~tcr State C'ollcgc 
U of Southern Maine 
U of Southern Mnmc 
Endieon Collc~,:c 
Endicon College 
Gordon College 
Gordon College 
U \1 3S\·IJO,IOII 
U\<las\·Bo~ton 
Lascll College 
La,dl College 
U \1 a'lo'· Dan mouth 
u \13"· Oarunouth 
Plymouth Swtc 
Plymouth Swtc 
\\'e~tern Conncctacut 
\\'c~tcrn Conncctacul 
Roger \\ llham, 
ECSI.J 
ECSI.J 
CCSI.J 
Johnson & \\ale' 
Johnson & w·a~e, 
\\ C'lotCrn Connecticut State 
Plymouth State College 
Coo,, Guard 
Endteou 
Fitchburg Stole 
Wm. 8-7 
Lo". 2-3 
l.o". 2-4 
Won. S-4 
Won. 2-1 
Won, 7-0 
lo". 0-S 
\\'m, 29·0 
\\on. S-0 
Wm. 3-1 
\\'m. 8-0 
Lo~'· 0-5 
Win. 2-0 
Win. 8- 1 
Win. 4-2 
Won. 6-2 
Won. 3·1 
Loss. 2-3 
Win. 8·0 
Win. 7-3 
Won. 7-0 
Won, 7-0 
Win. 8-0 
Won 10-2 
\\'on. 2-0 
loss. 0-2 
l.o". 0-2 
l.o". 0-2 
lov ... 0·2 
Lo~~. 0-7 
Wm. 3-2 
\Vm. 3-2 
lo». 1-7 
\\'on, 2-1 
\\'on. 1-0 
\\'on. 2·1 
lo'-'· 1-2 
lo,. 0-3 
Won. 4-1 
\\'on. 4-1 
lo". 0-1 
2002 Season Summary 
Congradulations to the Rhode Island College Anchorwomen 
Softball team who finished the 2002 season with a 27-13 overall 
record and a 7-7 (fifth place) mark in the Little East Conference. The 
Anchorwomen qualified for the Eastern College Athletic Conference 
(ECAC) Division Ill New England Tournament for the second time 
in Coach Morin's tenure. RIC won in the first round with a 4-1 
victory over Coast Guard, defeated Endicott 4-l in the semi-finals 
and lost in the finals 1-0 to Fitchburg State. 
The Anchorwomen won in the first round of the Little East Conference 
Tournament with a 2-1 victory over Eastern Connecticut. RIC was 
eliminated from the LECfinal fourwitha 2-1 loss to Western Connecticut 
and a 3-0 loss to Plymouth State. 
RIC set a new school record for wins (27) in a season and Coach Morin 
logged her highest single season winning percentage (.675). 
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2002 Season 
Bryant College 
Salve Regina 
UMass -Danmouth 
Elms College 
Keene State 
U of Southen M aine 
Plymouth State 
wcsu 
ECSU 
Elms College 
Keene S ta te 
Lacross Season Summary, 
Take Two: 
Loss. 2-15 
Loss. 2-19 
Loss. 3-8 
Win. 19-3 
Loss. 5-17 
Win, 5-4 
Loss. 0-16 
Loss, 4- 19 
Loss. 5-22 
Win, 15-2 
Loss, 2-20 
The Anchorwomen Lacross team finished tluer 
2002 season with a 3-8 overa.ll record and a 1-5 (sixth place) mark in 
the Little East Conference.This brings their career Record to 3 -17, a 
.150 win percentage. Junior defense wing Lauren Dettore(Cranston, 
RI) played in nine games, starting five of them. She had one goal 
for one point, five ground balls and four draw controls.junior 
attack wing Shannon Hughey (Warwick, Rl) was named Second 
Team All-Little East Conference. She played in nine games, startmg 
all of them. She had 25 goals for 25 points, 22 ground balls, four 
caused turnovers and 19 draw controls. She led the team in goals, 
points, caused turnovers and draw controls and was third in ground 
balls.junior co-<:aptain attack wing Rachel Pecoraro (S mithfield, 
Rl) played in 11 games, starting all of them. She had 18 goals and 
three assists for 21 points, eight ground balls, two caused turnovers 
and four draw controls. She was second on the team in goals, assists 
and points.Sophomore defense wing Katie Anderson (Rehoboth, 
MA) played in seven games, s tarting six of them. She had five 
ground balls, one caused turnover and one draw 
controi.Sophomore attackman Vicky Bilalyan (Cranston, RI) 
played in four games, starting all of them. She had one goal for one 
point, three ground balls, one caused turnover and two draw 
controls.Sophomore defenseman Cara Collins Oohnston, RI) 
played in 11 games, starting all of them. The co-<:aptain had one 
goal for one point, five ground balls, two caused turnovers and 
three draw controls.Sophomore attackrnan Sharon Donahue (North 
Providence, Rl) played in eight games.Sophomore defenseman 
Kristin Mandsager (Portsmouth, RI} played in 11 games, starting 
seven of them. She had seven ground balls, two caused turnovers 
and one draw control. Sophomore defenseman 
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Amy Pinette (Middle tow n, Rl) played in ten games, starting 
all of them. She had one assist for one point, 14 ground balls, 
two caused turnovers and eight draw controls.Sophomorc attack 
wing Kim Wells (Granby, CT) played in ten games, staning all of 
them. The co-captain had 1wo goals for two poims, I I ground balls, 
one caused ll•mover and one draw cOJHrol Freshman defcnsernan 
Erika Babat (North Kingstown, Rl) played in eleven games. s1aning 
all of them. She had one goal for one point, 33 ground balls,1wo 
caused 1urnovers. one pass inlcrception and 16 draw controls. She led 
the team m ground balls and was second in draw controls. Freshman 
attackman Danlelle Beaud ry (West Greenwich, Rl) played in nine 
games. s1aning eight of them. She bad five goals and four assists for 
nine pomts. ten ground balls, one caused turnover and 1hree draw 
controls. She led the team in assists and was third on 1hc 1cam in goals 
and pomls.Freshman goalkeeper Lauren Gerde (West Islip, NY) was 
named the 1eam's Mo~t Valuable Player. Gerde played m eleven 
games, sutning all of1hem. She had 129 saves with a .473 save 
percentage. a 13.58 goals-against average, one goal for one pomt, 15 
ground balls and two caused turnovers. Gerdc played the second half 
in the field vs. F.lms on Apr. 29. scoring her firs t career goal in the 
game. Freshman defense wing Corinne Gervais (Woonsocket, Rl) 
played in ten games, staning four of 1hem. She had one a~sis1 for one 
point, three ground balls. one caused turnover and two draw controls. 
Gervais played one half(30 minutes) in goal, making five saves. in the 
win over Elms on Apr. 29.Freshman center/attack wing Amanda 
Hutchins (Gilmanton, ~H) played in II games. ~Ianing all of them. 
She had four goals for four points. 30 ground balls and II draw 
con1rols. She was second on the team in ground balls and third m dra\\ 
controls.l'reshman auackman Veronica Munroe (Wakefield, Rl) 
played m nine games. stanmg four of them. She had two ground balls 
and one caused turnover. Freshman anackman EIILabeth Valeika 
(Woonsocket, Rl) played in nine games, staning e1ght of1hcm. She 
had three goals for three poims, four ground balls and one dmw 
control. 

Women's Tennis 
2lXJ1 Soosoo 
@Salve Regina 
Jhonson& Wales 
Newbeny 
PlymothState "' 
@WenMoth 
Bryant 
Bridgewater State 
@WestConn.* 
Southern Maine* 
@UMassDartmouth"' 
Suffolk 
Roger Williams 
@UmassBoston* 
@Salem State 
@Ciarlc 
LECChampionships 
win, 5-4 
loss,2-7 
win, 9-0 
win, 5-4 
win, 9-0 
win, 7-2 
win, 9-0 
win, 6-2 
win, 7-2 
win, 7-2 
win, 9-0 
loss,4-5 
loss,3-5 
win,9-0 
win, 5-4 
1stplace 
Above : Senior Co captain Cynthia Murray Returns a 
deep shot. Cynthia is Rhode Island College's All-Time 
leader in points, singles wins and doubles wins. 
Rhode Island College Women's Tennis Captures LEC Crown 
Providence, Rl - The Rhode Island College women's tennis 
team captured the 2001 Little East Conference Tennis Ch.lmpionship, 
hosted by the University of Southern Maine. on Oct. 12·13. RIC placed 
first with 20 points, UMASS.lloston placed second with t8 points, USM 
was third with 10.0 points, UMASS.Dartmouth placed fourth with 6.5 
points, Plymouth State placed fifth with 6.0 points and Western 
ConnC()ticut pl.>ced ~ixth with 2.0 points. It is the S<.>cond LEC crown in 
the past thr<'C yea" for the Anchorwomen. It is the fourth I EC women's 
title for RIC Hc.1d Coach Dick Ernst, who won previously m 1994, 1995 
and 1999 Junior Carminda Rocha (East Providence, Rl) was the LEC 
Champion at number two singles. Rocha has been an LEC Champion in 
each of her thn!<' seasons at RIC, taking the LEC crown ,,t number four 
smgl<"> m 1999 ,1nd 2000. So far this fall, Roch,l 1S undefeated m oingles. 
She i~ 15-0 (1.000) at number two singles and 13·2 (.867) at number one 
doubles for a tc.>m high 21.5 points on the sc.»on .. Sophomore 
Samantha Hedden (Rumford, Rl) was the LEC Ch~mpion at number 
four singles. I k>dden won three matches at the '01 LEC Championships. 
She is 9-S (.529) ,11 number four singles and 8-8 (.500) at number three 
double~ for '13.0 points on the season Frcshm,mMeghan Mooney 
(North Scitu.>tc, tU} was the LEC Champion ,,t number five •ingles and 
number two doubles. Mooney is 12·1 (.923) at number five singles and 
10.2 (.833) nt number two doubles for 17.0 point> on the season .. Jo 
double>. Jun10r Donna Vongratsavay (North Providence, Rl} was the 
I EC Chnmp1on, with Mooney, at number two doubi<"<. Vongrat .... way is 
12-1 (.750} ,lt number three singles and 12·3 (.800) at number two 
doubk-.. for 18.0 pomt' on the season. Senior c<><apt."n Cynthia 
Murr.1y (Brooklyn, CT),RIC's all-time leader in c.>rccr pomh, singles 
wi1>- and doubl<" w1ns, lost in the championship n\.ltch of both the 
number onr "ngl<" .md doubles night<. Murray " 12·1 (.750) at number 
one singl<'' ,md 13·3 (.813) at number one doubles for 18.5 points on the 
season. Sophomor~ Kristin Mandsager (Portsmouth, Rl) b 3·1 (.750) 
42 Athletic' 
in singles and 1·0 (1.000) in doubles for 3.5 points on the sca'>OnScnior 
CO<apt,lin Courtney ChauveHe (West Warwick, R1) " 8·6 (.571) at 
number $IX ,;ngJe, and 8-7 (.571) at number thrC() double' for 12.0 
points on the sc.>son .. Sophornore Amy Lancellotta (West Worwick, 
Rl) is 0·1 (.000) rn singles and J. J (.500) in doubles for 0.5 points on th 
season. RIC is currently 11·3 on the season. In upcoming ,>chon, RIC 
will play at Cl.uk Univer.ity on Oct. 17 and take part in the New 
England Women's Intercollegiate Tennis 
Above From Left to Right: Coach Dick Ernst. Sara l lcrbert, 
Meghan Mooney. Samantha Hedden, Courtney Chauvette, 
Cybthia Murray. Canninda Rocha. Kristin Mandsagcr. Dona 
Vongratsavy, Amy Lonccllotta, Beth Lardo 
.. . . . . . . . . 
Above: Freshman Andre 
LaBonte awaits a return during 
doubles play. Andre ends the 
season 3rd on the team in 
points and overall wins. 
Men's Tennis 
2002Season 
Salem State 
@Clark University 
Bridgwater State 
@Roger Williams 
UMass Boston* 
@Salve Regina 
@Southern Maine* 
Jhonson & Wales 
Western Connecticut* 
UMass Dartmouth* 
@Wheaton College 
@Plymouth State 
LECChampionships 
Below: At Rhode Island College's 
home courts head coach John 
Martelli no discusses strategy with 
two of his players Marc Pasonelli, 
and Adam Peirpaoli 
loss, 0-9 
loss. 1-6 
loss. 2-4 
win.6-3 
loss.3-6 
loss. 1-8 
loss. 0-9 
loss, 0-9 
loss, 1-8 
loss, 0-9 
loss, 0-7 
loss, 0-9 
Sixth Place 
I 
) 
Above: Freshman Juilo 
Andrade anticipates a serve 
in first singles action. 
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2001-2002 Indoor Season 
Brown lm·itational 
Harvard Invitational 
Brandeis Invitational 
Southern Maine lnvitauonal 
Wheaton Invitational 
LEC/MASCAC Alliance Championship; 
New England Championships 
2002 Outdoor Season 
Northeastern Invitational 
13th place. I 0.0 PIS 
2nd place. I 03.0 
8th place. 24.0 pts 
6th l>lacc. 33.0 pls 
2 1st place. 3.0 pts 
Rhode Island College lnviwtional 4 th place. 79.0pts 
Bridgwater State Invitational 
Northeastern Invitational 
LEC/MASCAC All iance ChamlllOn>hil» 8th place. 18.0pts 
New England Champion~hip> 
ECAC Champion,hip> 
Above: Sophmore and Indoor Track and Field's MVP 
Tim Rudd. 
44 Athkucs 
Front Row: M,ut F.>ri,\, Mike Daniels, Joe Giardina, James Giammarco, Dan Byun, Joe Parenteau, Ch.>rlcs Hewes, Matt Kelly Back 
Row: A,,;,tant Co.\ch Malt lltrd, A<.Sistant Coach liz Legault, Brian Carney, Ch.1m1 llowie, Jcrem)' Meyer, Tim'Rudd, Chris 
Fem,>ndt-,, Rob 1\',lhnon, Ruben Feltz, Charles Kuli, Head Coach Kevin Jack>oon. 
2001-2002 Indoor Season 
Brown Invitational 
Harvard Invitational 
Brnndei, Invitational 12th place. 17.0 ph 
Southern Maine lnvitmional 3rd place. 43.0 pts 
Wheaton Invitation:.! 7th place. 18.0 pts 
LEC/MASCAC Alliance Championships 6th place. 42.0 pt. 
New England Champior1>hips 19th place. 7.0 pts 
ECAC Champion<hips 38th place. 5.0 pts 
2002 Outdoor Season 
~onhcastcrn Invitational 
Rhode Island College Invitational 4th place. 94.0 pts 
Bridgwater State Invitational 
Nonhea~tern Invitational 
LEC/MASCAC Championships 5th place. 49.0 pts 
New England Champion>hips 25th place. 4.50 pts 
ECAC Championships 
Front Row (I tor): Rolanda Mangum, Kara Maggio. Joyclle Galli. Michele Dunphy. Courtn<>y Gardiner. Katherine McCalligeu. 
Shari Fenton. 
Back Row (Ito r): Assistant Coach Man Hird, ,\ssistant Coach Liz Legault. Crisolita da Cruz. Michelle Boudreau. Leslie 
• 
Eastwood. Marvel Mejia. Joanne Pora. Jessica Leonard. Head Coach Kevin Jackson. Athletics 45 
2001-2002 Season 
\\'e>tem 'e" l:n81>nd 
11311\tCk 
Sal\c Regona 
Wtcm 1\al.arcnc 
Roger \\'tlh~uth 
ECSU 
Coa't Guard 
U~ta~s~BoMon 
John~on & \\'3lc~ 
II amcr Southern 
Flagcr 
Virginio. fmcmtom 
Sou1hcm Maanc 
Bridgwater State 
Plymouth State 
wcsu 
Keene State 
ECSU 
UMas~-Danmouth 
UMO)S-00\lOil 
Keene State 
wcsu 
Soulhcm M.11nt: 
UMa~:>·Dartmoulh 
Plymouth State 
lo". 15·91 
lo". 71-76 
lo''· 62·S2 
lo"· 59-69 
10~>. 51-59 
IO'->. 74-S2 
lo"· 61·90 
lo". 79·83 
lo". 60·67 
lo". 60-93 
lo"· 68-119 
lo.-. 87-96 
lo». 52·81 
\Von, 73-71 
los~. 63-90 
loss, 51·94 
lo». 39-87 
IO». 59-78 
los-. 52-90 
10:.>. 89-67 
IO». 61·91 
IO», 61-84 
IO». 47·84 
IO">->. 15· 19 
loss. 64-88 
Front Row (I to r): Matt Records, Kevin Payette. Eric Britto, Pele Mollo, Mike 
Cosligan. Mike Monahan, Greg Bushey. 
Back Ro" (I to r): Assistant Coach Jell' Caron, Assislant Coach Patrick McNulty. 
Raleigh Brennan. lan Rob.:nson. Kun Goner. Evan Bryant, Jason Harris. James Heady. 
Head Coach Mike Kelly 
46 ·\lht<UC> 
-
Front Row (I to r): Monyca Vickers. Katie Hansen, Alicia Hersperger. 
Abby Ferri, Pamela Kelly. 
Back Ro" (I to r): llead Coach Mike Kelley. Melanie Wolf. Becca 
Bissonnolte, Elizabeth Shiclds. Angela Sarette, Tara Mekuto. Assislant 
Coach Audra Plante. 
2001-2002 Season 
Skodmoro lo". $4-$7 
C'«ht (ouard Won. S2-43 
Sat'e Regona lo". 45-67 
\\ e>IC)3n lo''· 52·63 
Rot;,cr W1lhanh to'•· 46·65 
ECSv lo". 37-K9 
Pmc \l3nor Won, 55-43 
U~la"'s·l3o..,ton lo". 54-62 
Johohon & \\;ole> to». 28·60 
Keene Sunc lo'>. 43-73 
\\'amcr Southern lo". 52-67 
Seaton I loll lo». 44-7K 
Gordon lo». 56-63 
South~:m Maute lo». 44·60 
Plymouth State lo». 59-70 
\Vcstern Connecticut lo". 45-62 
E:lstcm Connecticut loss. 45-99 
UMass·Darunouth Won, 66·64 
UMas,·l30"110ll to". 59-34 
Emerson Won, 73-61 
Keene State lo". 47-75 
\\'estern Conncc1icut lo». 29-77 
Southern ~1Jmc lo•'· 47-63 
UMa,,·Dartrnouth Won, 60·46 
PI) mouth State lo". 59-79 
Above Junior Pamela Kelly looks for an 
outlet under hca"y C ovcragc 
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2002 Season 
Nichols College 
Triggs Memorial G.C 
\\'cnl\\onh lnslltute ofTcchnology 
Tnggs Memorial G.C. 
IO<;>. 356·338 
Wesleyan University loss. 361-326 
Triggs Memorial G.C 
Roger Williams Unl\crsmy los.. 368·335 
Triggs Memorial G.C. 
Jhonson & Wales Univcrsuy Win, 344-361 
Pawtucket C.C. 
Salve Regina University Win. 371-397 
Wanumetonomy C.C. 
Season Summary-
Providence, RI-Head Coach John Fitta's (Career Record: 2-14) 
team finished the spring 2002 campaign with a 2-4 overall 
record. The Anchormen closed out the season on a two-match 
winning streak. The team's two wins came against Johnson & 
Wales University on Apr. 26 (344-361) and Salve Regina 
University on May 3 (371-397). 
Junior John Ginolfi (Warwick, Rl) averaged a score of 94.3 in 
team's six meets. Ginolfi shot a season-low score of 85 in the 
team's final meet of the season on May 3 against Salve Regina 
University. 
Junior co-captain Joseph Padykula (Seekonk, MA) averaged a 
score of 92.8 in the team's six meets. Padykula shot a season-low 
score of 84 in the Apr. 26 meet against Johnson & Wales. 
Sophomore co-captain Ken Ferrara (North Providence, RI) led 
the team with an average score of 85.8 in the team's six meets. 
He shot a season-low score of 79 in the team's first meet of the 
season against Nichols College on Mar. 29. Ferrara was the 
medalist for that meet as well as the Apr. 26 meet against 
Johnson & Wales with a score of 82. 
Sophomore Brian Schimmel (Cumberland, RI) averaged a score 
of 89.6 in the team's six meets. Schimmel shot a season-low score 
of 85 against Johnson & Wales on Apr. 26. 
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2001 Season 
CCRI lnvilalional 
74 piS 
UMass-Danrnou1h lnvi1a1ional 
Ray Dwyer lnvllalional 
Tri S1a1c Championships 
Bryant College lnvua1ional 
James Early lnvilalional 
Eas1cm Nazarene lnvilalional 
LEC/ MASCAC Championships 
ECAC Championships 
New England Championships 
3rd Place, 
20lh Placc,597 p1s 
S1h Place, I 08 p1s 
61h Place, 134 p1s 
7lh Place, 176 pls 
I Olh Place, 300 pls 
I Sl Place, 18 piS 
81h Place, 207 pis 
t3lh Place, 437 pis 
25lh Place, 729 p1s 
To The Left: The statring squad of the An-
chormen Cross Country Team competing in 
the Community College of Rhode Island's 
Invitational Tournament. In this particular 
tournament the Anchormen finished third 
overall. 
Below, Left to Right: Head Coach Dick 
Hoppman, Nick Alfred. Joe Parenteau, Joe 
Giardina, Brian Carney, Todd Bayha, Tim 
Rudd, Chris Puleo. Ruben Feliz. John Charest. 
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CCRI hw1to1tOnol 
UM:h .. ·Oartmouth ln' national 
R::t)· D'' yc-r h\\ uat•onal 
4th place 
Brpnt collc~c In\ 1ta11onal 
JamC'I. EMI) lm lt3UOI\31 
Fa-\tCm 'la.tJrC"nc lnvit:uional 
LFC Mt\SCAC Alliance Championsh1ps 
ECAC 01\ IMOn Ill Champ1onsh1ps 
Nc'' England CharnpiOn!)hlp~ 
Cross Country 
Season Review: 
Head Coach Matt Hird's team closed 
out the 2001 season at the Division III New 
England Championships, hosted by Westfield 
State College, on Saturday, Nov. 10. TI1e 
Anchorwomen did not enter a full scoring 
squad. Middlebury College won the meet with 
a score of 65. 
Sophomore Rebecca Horton (Seekonk, 
MA) placed 204'h with a time of 
22:25.Sophomore Leslie Eastwood (East 
Providence, Rl) placed 214'h with a time of 
22:36.Sophomore Michele Dunphy (Cranston, 
RI) placed 226'h with a time of 23:06. 
Sophomore Michelle Boudreau 
(Lincoln, Rl) was named the women's cross 
country team's Most Valuable Player. 
50 AthlcltC> 
Boudreau placed 88th with a time of 21:45 at 
the ECAC Division III Championships. She 
placed 27th with a season-best time (also a 
team season-best) of 20:35 at the Alliance 
Championships. She placed third with a 
time of 20:53 at the Eastern Nazarene 
Invitational. She placed 76th with a time of 
21:27 at the James Early Invitational. She 
placed 36th with a time of 22:44 at the Bryant 
Invitational. Boudreau placed 16th with a 
time of 21:45 at the Tri-State 
Championships. She placed 26th with a time 
of 21:52 at the Ray Dwyer Invitational. She 
placed 116th with a time of 20:55 at the 
UMASS-Dartmouth Invitational. Boudreau 
placed 11th with a time of 22:58 at the CCRr 
Invitational. 

Wrestling 
2001-2002 Season 
Roger Willoans lmuatoonal lOth place 
Doug Parker In' uauonal 14th place 
Scranton In\ II) 3tl0n31 8th place 
PI)1110Uth State • loss. 17-33 
Yeshi'a \\On, 59-0 
Cotrus lmauonal (Fionda) 17th place 
Oli, ~t College loss. 12-23 
U~inus loss. 12-24 
Wilmington loss. 24-31 
Rose-l l ulman \\Ill, 36-12 
New York Unh·c~H)' loss. 17-25 
Oneonta State loss. 12-33 
Wilkes loss. 12-24 
WPI ' loss. 16-25 
Norwich• loss. 18-26 
Springfcild' win. 29·12 
WNEC• win. 42-3 
Williams • win. 42-10 
WNEC win. 27- 10 
Southcn1 M3ine win. 30-11 
MIT win. 27-25 
Roger Will iams loss, 13-25 
Southern Main " in. 33-13 
Coast Guard loss. 12-32 
Jhonson & Wales loss. 13-26 
Bridg\\ater ''in. 24-22 
Trinity loss. 18-20 
12th Place 
Anchormen Wrestling :Year in Review. 
Head Coach Jay Jones' Anchormen closed out the 2001~2 season at 
the NECCWA Championships on Saturday, Feb. 16, and Sunday, Feb. 
17. The Anchormen finished 12"' out of 15 teams with 29.5 
points.junior Mike RHey (Lowell, MA) earned AII·New England 
honors, placing third at the NECCW A Championships at 133 pounds. 
Riley had a 28-match winning streak slopped at the championships. 
The co-<aptain was 37-6 with 163 points, 128 takedowns, ten 
reversals, 48 escapes, 21 near-falls and four wins by fall on the 
yearfreshman Justin Deveau (North Attleboro, MA) earned All-New 
England honors, placing second at NECCW A Championships at 197 
pounds. He was 31-15 at 197 pounds with 135 points, 33 takedowns, 
15 reversals, 37 escapes, 12near-falls and eight wins by fall on the 
year.Sophomore Luke Emmons (West Greenwich, RI) was 25-16 at 
141 pounds with 113 points, 40 takedowns, 21 reversals, 33 escapes, 
12 near-falls and eight wins by fall on the year.Freshman Amos 
Traystman (Montville, CT) was 10·13 at125 pounds with 48 points, 
11 takedowns, three reversals and 13 escapes on the year.Sophomore 
Walter Borden (East Providence, Rl) was 12·18 at165 and 174 
pounds with 64 points, 30 takcdowns, ten reversals, 37 escapes, seven 
near-falls and SIX wins by fall on the year.Sophomore Gerard 
0 ' Arezzo (Cranston, RJ) was 6-21 at 184 and 285 pounds with 31 
points, 11 takedowns, three reversals, 48 escapes, one near-fall and 
two wins by fall on the year.Freshman Eddy German (Providence, 
Rl) was 3-4 at 125 pounds with 12 points, five takedowns and nine 
escapes on the year.Fre!'hman Jordan Goor (Lowell, MA) was 10-22 
at 285 pounds with 45 pomt~, mne takedowns, five reversals, 22 
escapes and one win by fall on the year. Freshman 
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Matt Kelly (Carver, MA) was 5-8 at 141 and 149 pounds wilh 24 points, 
six lakedowns, two re,•ersals, 17 escapes, six near-falls and two wins by 
fall on the year.Freshman Andre L.tBonte (Harrisville, RJ) was 2-7 at 
184, 197 and 285 pounds with nine points, lhree takedowns, two 
reversals, 12 escapes, two near-falls and one win by fall on lhe 
year.Freshman Gerard L.tBonte (Harrisvill~, RI) was 8-22 al 165 and 174 
pounds with 34 points, 15 takedowns, 18 reversals, 47 escapes, eight 
near-falls and two wins by fall on lhe year.Freshman Mike LoSasso 
(Riverside, Rl) was 1-3 at 149 pounds wilh six points, four takedowns, 
two reversals, one escape, two near-falls and one win by fall on the 
year.junior Mike Penza (Cranston, RI) was 3-10 at 157 and 165 pounds 
with 18 points, one takedown, four reversals, 26 escapes, one near-fall 
and one win by fall on the year.Freshman Tim Robblee (Wakefield, 
MA) was 10-16 at 157 and 174 pounds with 42 points, 22 takedowns, 
seven reversals, 20 escapes, 11 near-falls and two wins by fall on the 
year.Freshtnan Mike Skaling (Greene, Rl) was 3-17 at 157, 165 and 174 
powlds with nine points, ten takedowns and 25 escapes on the 
year.Freshman Mike Vieira (Narragansett, Rl) was 4·11 at 125 and 133 
pounds with 21 points, six t.lkedowns, six reversals, nine escapes and 
two wins by fall on the year.Senior Chad Lampert (Georgetown, MA) was 
12-17 at 141 and 149 pounds with 54 poonts, 38 tak~--downs. five reversals, 41 
escapes, six near-falls and three wins by fall on the year. The senior finished 
his four-year wrestling career with a 25-60 (.294) record, having grappled 
in five different weight classes. Lampert accumulated 126 points, 70 
takedowns, nine reversals, 101 l'SCap;.>s, nine ncar-falls and seven wins by 
fall in his career. 

Head Coach Christine Palmaccio 
To The Right: The Anchorwomen 
Cheerleaders pose for a quick shot 
at a basketall game. From Right to 
Left: Kimberlee Jhonson, Kelly 
Escaravage, Stacey Bird, Erin 
Wilson, Amy Medeiros, Jill ian 
Kiernan, Kristen O'Connell , 
Lindsay Ritm, Erin Grant, Kristen 
Ferreira 
Above: Pyramid formed with fearless Christy 
Stabile on the top. these cheerleaders arc 
performing at one of many wrestling matches. 
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2001-2002 Season 
Bro"n 
Bridgport 
SUNY -Brockport "" itauonal 
Ursmus 
MIT 
\Vilson Tri Mec1 
SU 'Y -Brockport 
Springfeild 
Southern Connecticut 
l thica lnvit:.ttion:.tl 
MI T 
Bridgport 
ECAC Champion~hip; 
lo''· 171.6000-177.8750 
lo>'. 171 I 50-176.900 
~th place 161.750 
1<>"- 173.325-182.100 
lo,,, 173.325·11~ . 100 
2nd place. 173.175 
lo<>. 17~.375-176.475 
los., 17 Ll 00- I 80.000 
loss. 171.100-185.250 
5th place 172.425 
los>. 176.725-177.650 
los>. 176.725-183.275 
7th Place 17~.075 
Season Summary: 
Thr<!(' Rhode Island College women's gymnasts competed at the 2002 
1\:ational Collegiate Gymn.t>ttc- A<sodahon {:-.:CGA) Championships, 
hosted by llhaca Colleg~,on \4ar. 22 and 23.junior 
Sha.nnon Hughey (Warwick, Rl) competed as a bars and floor 
specialist. She placed 14° on bars with a >e<>re of 8.900 and 43"' on floor 
with a score of 9.050.Hughcy averaged >e<>res of 8.843 on vault, 8.789 on 
bars, 8.348 on beam, 9.055 on floor and 35.023 in the all-around on the 
season. Her season-high marks WNe as follows: 9.175 on vault and 9.475 
on floor at the ECAC Championships on Mar 9; 9.250 on bars vs. MIT/ 
Bridgeport on Feb. 24; 9.200 on beam and 36.725 in the all-around vs. 
Spril>gfield/Southcrn Connecticut on Feb. lO.Sophomore Nikki Longo 
{Raynham, MA) competed as a beam specialist. She placed 32"' with a 
score of 9.125 on beam. Longo average scores of 8.698 on vault, 8.570 on 
bars, 9.068 on beam, 8.478 on floor and 34.808 in the all-around on the 
season. Her season-high mark were as follows: 8.975 on vault vs. 
Bridgeport on Dec. 8 and ,,t the ECAC Championships on Mar. 9; 9.200 on 
bars, 9.450 on beam, 8.900 on floor and 36.500 in the all-around vs. MIT/ 
Bridgeport on Feb. 24.Frcshman Carcn Normandin (Fall River, MA) 
competed as a vault specialist. She pl.>ecd 34"' with a score of 8.975 on 
vault.Normandin averaged scores of 9.002 on vault, 8.435 on bars, 9.025 
on beam, 8.975 on floor .md 35.440 in the all-around on the season. Her 
season-high marks were as follows: 9.325 on vault and 36.625 in the aU-
around .lt the ECAC Championship> on Mar. 9; 9.400 on floor vs. MIT I 
Bridgeport on Feb. 24 .md at the ECAC Ch~mpionships on Mar. 9; 9.100 
on bars vs. SUNY-Brockport on Feb. 2; 9.400 on beam at the Wilson 
Invitational on jan. 26.Hc:td Coach :'iicolt Pannone'~ team finished the 
season "ith a 0-9 overall record and wa> 0·5 against Ea"cm College Conference 
Assoctation (ECAC) oppo>llion. The Anchorwomen placed seventh (eight 
teams) at the 01\. Ill liCAC C"hampiomhtps. hosted by Ul':>tnU> College. on Mar. 
9 with a team •core of 174.07~. 
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Congrats to all the graduates from the 
Exodus Yearbook Staff 
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Mr. Pn:sidcm. Facuh> Collc:~guc-... Stuck:niS and l•ri<•nds 
live. 'lltc noted runhropolog"t Margaret Mead has wriltcn: "Never doubt 
It is a great honor for me to have boon invuoo by the •tucknu. to sivc tlu~ 
t1~1t a small group of committed people CM change the world. Indeed, rt 
Ullk. 
A:. I look :ltOUrld today. having introducod so n~my fine Studcn.ls and 
Arid so this afternoon in tlte time tltat I have. I would like to talk to you 
recounted your accomplishrncnL'- I rcalit~ that the Cap and Cfown Day 
not about the 1><1>t but of the firtun: ruld how you are (li'C!Xln:d to change 
Acldre:;s. the Sfl''ecll. has aln.'ady boon gtvcn. 'I' Ott, the stud..11(l;, ha' c :.aid it 
the world and w h) I think )'OU are w.:ll prepared for wll31e\'Ct' can:cr or 
all through >our action.-.; you have clearly cl.:rncn..muoo "hy we celebr:ltc 
life C\pcrienccs you might ha,e. 
today and w l~u goal> ruKI idc:lls ha'c been addressed and altai ned in your 
First. be proud of your College and your dcgn:c. Wherever you go, 
live.. YOlr an: the stars today; YOl' are the focal point. YOtr have firmJlcd 
the n.-quin.1ncr11S for the clcgroe. almosl. and now the goab unci ambiuons wh
at you h.1\C aocornplisllcd hen: You will find 
)'OU have dreamed about are in ~ight. Y Otrr aocomplishmcn~. your effort pr
ogram~ at Rhode lslruld College which yOtr have 
and hard work are whm this day is all about. and anything I might say Call 
.have 
only be superfluous and somewhat n.'!)Cirtm:; So in the word:. ofThorcau: faith
 rn yourself: be confident Don't be a.fraid to be a 
''Goconfldcruly in the direction ofyourdn:ams. Li'e the life you've 
have faith in 01hcrs and in the above. 13ctie\'C in youn;clf and yOttr 
ima&ffiOO.'' 
But not so faot. then: an: a few things I WOtrkllikc to add I pL1n to talk for Th
ildly, strive 10 be a leader. don't be .atisfied to be a follower. Work to 
1<.'11 minute>. lfl am rlOI fini.<hcd at that point. the Pn:sident can g.ll up ruld delelminc
 your go.1ls and go after them. Take on the confidence. the faith, 
start singing the alma mater. Let me begin. though. by pointing OUL 
!be ambition ofTcrmyson's Ulysses. 
although you may I10l realize it, we really have a nwnbcrofthings in 
"I C8III10l rest fi'omtravcl; I will dnnk life to the Ices. Tis not too late 10 
COilU1101l. Fin.t we~ a gR':It do.>bt tO Rhode lslruld Col kg!:: 10 the seek a
 11<."\\'tlt' world. Push on: ruld silting well-in-onlcr.;mitc the 
f.'ICirlty and '~1fl' ruld 10 all those who have helped mak.c Otrr stay sotm
ding fUI10w s. l3c strong in will to strive. to scek.to find, and not to 
mcaningfirl, successful. arid mcmorabl.:. Secondly we an: begirming a new yi.:ld
." 
ph.1><: m Otrr li'.:s. you ruld I; you have completed four year., ofswdy at the 
In O«<cr'to do thr<. work to IdentifY role models. Look to get a rn.ll1tor • 
baccalaureate le,cl and I arnlc:~\ing the College aft,.,. compleung forty son
lCO!lC you admire and who can ltclp you dcftne y01rr goals. identifY a 
yean; of teaching ancllc:mting. (Actt•111y. I have tO confess that! began in 
means to at~,in them, and help )'Olt succeed. 
the Pro-Kimlcrgarten program m the Henry Bamanl School m Jamr:lf) 
FOUrth. don't be afraid to fail. \\'c leam fiommost exJX.'Iicnces. good and 
1937 at the ag~ of four years and cle-en months (it'> time to Jca,e!): and 
bad. lf)'Olt make a mistake. admit i~ and stan rutewwith a positive 
thinlly r think we shan: a commitment to improving the world in which we 
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altitude. Most llCOI>Ic will n:.pect yOtr for it,nqd will be ur~'\Jl<ling 
C'OII 't from previous page 
and SllllpOnive. Don'1 be afrnid. 
l'u~ally. learn 10 1\..."'J)C.'CI oth<.'llc YOW' educauon. 'iJX.'CifiC:IIIy lhc Gt.'llc.-r.ll 
l !duc~uion Program and •l' core courses. htl> OO:n dc:,1gped 10 help you 
lc.1m and apprceimc o~1c1· cuhurcs and I he vnlues ~lllt others hold. M:m is a 
-ocial animal. Ari,lodc Mninds us in hi, Et/11(:. "!'he highest goal of life " 
found in fiiendship. "hich unites tbc inlcre.ls of pcr,ons "~lh each Olix.'l' 
and fulfills the soc.al dcmtul<ls ofpen;Onalily and b pt.'f'fected in lhc 
tii\.1ld.<J1ip of noble n11:n (and women)." 
lie also notes ~t"Man ll:l; an indi\idual and -ocial character". "\\ 'h.11 he 
isdm\\1110. in bolh \VII)'S,IS his highest wcll-bcmg.lhc perfection ofh" 
1~1tureor realization of his possibilities. or happincs:.. 1l1is is thCs1mumm1 
bQ,1w11 or higl~C>t good. \\luch i> aimed at all '"nuot~> li,ing. h i, mtained 
by lhc rule of reasotlm life. and reason COWl.-..:1' modcrntion in all ~ling.,." 
1l1is is especially tmc in our dealings '\ith olhcr people. h is U11C in 011r 
families. il is U11C in work or ul business. and i> cq•~ally uue for nation> and 
pt."'plcs of differen1 cuhun:>. 
Pcmaps I can S\Ulun:uizc my lh<.'me wilh lhc>c lines from Matlhcw A mold. 
. I like ~lC Vic1orian pocl< . I like what they ~1y and how they cxpn:~-.< it, 
dramatically and '\id1 cmpl.a>is. [1besc lines are from Amokl's "Rugby 
C113pel":) 
Wha1 is lhc course oflifc of monalmer1 on <'a11h? Most men eddy about 
chauer and love and hate. gather and 
Dr. John J. Salesses and Mr.. Kristen Salemi 
afler the speech. 
Words of advice 
achieving 1101hing; and 1hen lhcy die· perish;-and no one asks who or 
whatlhey I\Wc been •... [But)there arc some. who a llur,t ardent. 
unquenchable. lim. 001 '\ilh lhc crowd to be spem, not wililOUI 31111 10 go 
roood in an eddy of purposelcs:. duM, [Bul) ... We. we have chosen our palh 
• pa~110 a clc:~<·pui)JOScd goal, ,,.,~,of advance! • btn i1lcad~ a long, Sleep 
jounncy.lhrough SlUlk gorges, o ·~.,. mountams in snow." 
So lh<.'re "a contr.bl oflifes~yles. llhmk you have already made yOW' 
choice. You have 1101 had lhc luxury of"oddying abOIJt here and !here." 
And I know thai would 1101 be your choice. Youlla\'Cchoscn your way, 
lhc "Palh \\11h a clear-JlW'Il()S4ld gool." And while lhc joun1<:y has been 
long and '",.;,, ) ou have made 11. 
And so a> \\'C go forward to new challenges. to new workh, ICius be 
confidcn~ full offailh in ourselves and olilCrs. We have m1lcs 10 go bu1 we 
are well Jnoprul!d. And remember. !he wortd is ahvays 111 an uproar about 
OllC thing or anolhcr! 
"Li>tcn! You hear the grating ro.v of pebbles which ~lC waves dmw back, 
and fling at !heir reiW'Il, up lhc high ..trand begin, and cca.-.c. and lhcn again 
begin wilh 1n:mulous cadence slow, and bring the e1emal 001c of sadness 
in." (A mold. "Dover Beach') 
You h.wc 1hc inner SII'C!lglh lhrough )'Olll' Rhode Island College education 
to be abo'c lhc "Ciemal 001e of <3dn<..-.s." YOW' libcrntu~g education. above 
and beyond yotar major or prot~ional program. is what \\ill make lhc 
difference in your lives. Again. OlC wo•ds of Arislotlc cap1ure whal your 
libernl educmion has er~ablcd you1o wldcrsl.1nd: "The ideal life is the life 
ofi\."'SSOI,Ihc fulfillmetn ofhwnan potcnlialitics "ilh clear understanding 
oflifc and ofOlC IUliverse which constitutes its setting." "Educalion should 
train u1>righ1 citi7.ens." he writes and in the "Politics" we read "'The 
qualific:uion for citizenship is ab1li!y 10 perfonn its func1ions." If your 
Rhode Island College education )lao, do11C dial, y011 shall be fn:c and we all 
can be proud. You arc very dt.'-'C~Vifl@.and very specinllo all of us. 
Congr.uulationsand best wishes. (Now, is~~ hwnming I heat?) 
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Dear Reader: 
RH O D E ISLA N D 
COLLEGE 
Few publications are as en~ring as a college yearbook. On these pages are printed a collection 
of memories from your college experiences and of the times during which they occurred. 
Whether you are reading this book in the year of its publication or fifty years hence, you 
well experience a sense of nostalgia for the simpler times of earlier days. This is not to 
that the world at the dawn of the twenty-first century lacks complexity; rather, it is an 
acknowledgement of the rapidly changing world in which we live. While it is often 
offer predictions of the future, I suspect that the accelerating pace of change is unlikely to 
It is my hope that your education at Rhode Island College has helped to prepare you to n,.,",.;.,.,. 
within this environment of change. 
By way of offering a message to the Class of2002 that will stand the test of time, I borrow a 
passage quoted on the last page of my own College published by this institution in 
1954. It is from a speech by Daniel Webster 200'h anniversary of the first 
settlement in New England. In Webster's words, ye future generations! We 
would hail you as you rise in long succession to fill we 11ow fill. We greet your 
accession to the great heritage which we have you to the blessings of good 
government, and religious liberty. We welcome you of science and the delights 
of/earning. We welcome you to the immeasurable existence, and the light 
of everlasting Truth!" 
May the knowledge and experiences you 
throughout your life, and may you cel,ebr:at~ 
from improving the lives of others. 
Sincerely, 
President 
Island College guide you 
in the sense of accomplishment that comes 

Making Choices 
Considerations before 
applying or accepting a 
job 
I. The Industry 
The history of growth 
Predictable need for goods and services in the 
future 
Degree of dependence on business trends or 
government regulations 
2. The Organization 
Prestige and reputmion 
Growth Potential 
Size 
Financial Stability 
Quality of management team 
3. The Job 
Training program 
Day-to-day activit ies 
Amount of stress/pressure 
Requirements to relocate/travel 
Requirements to work long hours/ weekends 
Responsibility 
Salary 
Benefits 
Physical work environment 
Social significance of work 
Pace of work 
Opportunity for continuing education/training 
4. General Life-style 
Comfort with the organization's goals/ 
philosophy 
Geographic location 
Recreational, cultural, and educational 
facilities 
Proximity of educational institutions for 
further study 
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Cover Letter/Letter of Intent Format 
Your Name 
Your Address 
Name of Personnel Director 
Name of Organization 
Street Address or P.O. Box 
City, State, Zip Code 
Dear ______ _ 
Today's Date 
State the purpose of the letter (to be considered for any positions that 
may become available, or for a specific position that has been adver-
tised) 
Tell them what your current status is and why you feel that you would 
be especially well-qualified for the position (tell them about your 
strengths) 
This paragraph should include one or two brief sentences that 
emphasize more of your strengths (elaborate on your resume). Make 
sure these are befitting to that speeiflc organization and position! 
If possible personalize your letter by saying something positive about 
the organization and why you would like the position (this means 
doing organizational research before applying). 
Let them know that your resume and reference list are enclosed. Also 
let them know that you look forward to interviewing with them (in-
clude the best way to contact you-either a phone number or email 
address). Thank them for their time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Your name 
For the B 
Put est .R.e 1 tion Your name and c su ts ... 
at th omact · 
Provide a I e top of your Infonna. 
copy aser-printed resume 
Do 0flgina[ 
not fold 
Use staiJd or Staple 
R. ard fi. oman °nts like y· 
A VOid 11lles 
gra 1 · Avoid Plies and 
p underlin· bo)(es 
Ut Parenthes Ing and shad 
area codes es around teJe ows 
Put en1" .1 Phone L . «~ add ISt em I ress on a 
ConnectdOYers before a seh~arate line 
( ates b . c 1ev s 1999.2ooo onzontal/y emems 
Pel/ Out ) 
\VOrds SUch 
as temporary 
Top Ten Personal Qualities 
Employers Seek in Job Candidates 
I . Communication Skills 
2. Honesty/ Integrity 
3. Teamwork Skills 
4. Interpersonal Skills 
5. Motivationllnitiative 
6. Strong Work Ethic 
7. Analyitical Skills 
8. Flexibility/ Adaptability 
9.Computcr Skills 
10. Self-Confidence 
Marketing Your Skills 
Some On-the-Job 
Tips from the Exodus 
Yearbook 
I. Get involved during staff meetings, conferences 
and lunch times. 
2. Smile! 
3. Bring your lunch (it 'll save you tons of cash) 
4. Send your co-workers emails letting them know 
they arc appreciated. 
5. Bring muffins in one moming. 
6. Celebrate office holidays. 
7. Do not gossip. 
8. Work together. 
9. Accept constructive criticism. 
I 0. Respect everyone in your workplace. 
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Know the organizations products, services. profit margin, 
culture, dress code. and anything else you can think of. 
2. Practice: 
You'll be less r\ervous and have more articu late answers 
thereby showcasing your verbal skills 
3. Be prepared: 
Think about how your experiences relate to the organization 
and position 
4. Show up on time: 
If possible visit the site beforehand and see how long it takes 
to get there 
5. Act like a professional 
Dress professionally and be well-groomed 
Bring extra resume copies 
6. Be honest 
Don't try to cover up your mistakes, rather focus on how you 
learned from tl\em 
7. Be assertive 
Imerviews are a way to learn if tl\e job is r ight for you 
Speak slowly and dearly 
Don't be afraid to pause and collect your thoughts 
8. Follow-up 
Ask the interviewer for a business card aud scr\d a thank -you 
note as soon as possible 
How to Properly Address an Envelope 
Use the following example on how to address an envelope. 
Alltntion tine lltwll'fl __ .. ..,.,.. 
lnhaddr .... 
Tho deiHety actesa h 
---,. otroel 
So .... to always-
.a return~""· 
addrOS$. tho PO box n...-, ___ 1---- - -
nnlrOOCoo<~y 
oonCJaa route and box number. 
Print-·-"' ..ptctledeto. 
In 10o< 12polnttypo(14 1o 0K) 
lin,.,.. Hrifwtt1unl~~~ 
8lld t" of punction. 
lndudo 1l>o ST (-.).AVE (Avenue). 
OR (Ottllo). LH (L.Ino). Pt. (1'!-). 
RO (Ro.d), o< CIR (Circle) and 11M 
RM (Room). STE (&.ito) o< 
P.PT~). 
RHotv.IIM loot liM lor ® 
11M clly. olato. and ZIP+-+ 
eodt. II you tnow yoco 
ZIP .. coda. pk- uw 
il. It~ .-e yoco mal 
olong much ..... 
NOTE: "'-'1ng mail 
Jl'ooeulng •• barcoclt 
• placed on ~.a. 
mail by,.--
in the JooNet ~ cotnef. 
In some c.nea, c.uAomtn 
II>PY - own ban:odo in the lowiH risfd comer 
Of In 1ho ~I'A block. 
If N(Nctth). S{South). E (Ent)or W(Wnl) 
lo port ol,. - .... be ..... 10 Inc .. de it. 
SC8ndat"d tlakl abbtcM.tions ere 
vory ~t(pflfne aee two-
stole abbtevlalono). 
Class of 
2002 
Dave Medeiros (Treasurer), 
Andrea DiCicco (Presi-
dent), Julie Laboissiere 
(Vice President) and Rich 
DeiBonis (secretary), not 
pictured are the class offic-
ers for the 2002 class. 
The class of 2002's gift to Rhode 
Island College was a memorial in 
honor of the victims and heroes of 
September 11th. The monument 
was placed in the quad by the 
Adam's Libra 
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Graduation 
Graduation 
What graduation means to me ... 
Special Times .... Special People .... Fam-
ily ... Friendships .... Love .... 
Accomplisments ... New life .... Wow 
66 
Heather F. Adams 
Business Management 
Diane M. Amaral 
Secondary Education 
Michelle L. Anelundi 
Nursing 
Jill Ann Badeau 
Elementary Education 
Oluwaseun Adegbsan 
Biology; Chemistry 
Philip A. Amaral 
Psychology 
Adam D. Aquilante 
Histo•y 
Danielle Beauchemin 
Elementary Education 
ArynneA. Albano 
Business Management 
Sergei Amromin 
Computer Science 
Elise M. Arruda 
Psychology; Philosophy 
RachelleM. Beauchemin 
Communications 
ieholas S. Alfred 
Elementary Education 
Tanya L. Andrade 
Elementary Education 
-I -
Nicole L. Arteaga 
Psychology; Communications 
Shirley Becton 
Communications 
Seniors 67 
RoxanncM. Benitez 
Spanish 
Megan E. Birch 
English 
ErncstJ. Botelho Jr. 
Graphic Design 
Gladys Brown 
Nursing 
68 Seniors 
Nicholas 13cnoit 
Com1nunications 
James E. Bishop 
Monica Botelho 
lndust1iaiTechnology 
Michelle Butt 
Technology Education 
Jennifer M.13ifulco 
Elementa1y Education 
Alysia Sinunons Blinn 
Psychology 
Linda S. Bovis 
Early Childhood Education 
Alicia Byrd 
Psychology 
Regina A. Bifulco 
Elementa1y Education 
Kerri M. Borden 
Sociology 
Nancy M. Cabral 
Elementaty Education 
EricaL.Caligiuri 
Elemcntaty Education 
Sa II y Campagnone 
Conununciations 
RuthanneCargill 
Psychology 
Benitez-Car · 1 
Whatdoyoulookforwardtoonce 
yougraduatefromRhodelsland 
College? 
"entering the real world and ·going back to elementary school"' 
-Michelle L. Anclundi 
"having a real job!'' 
-Renee Marcaccio 
'·free time" 
-Pau Jette Ferland 
- icholasAifi·cd 
"starting rny so-called life" 
-Roxanne Benitez 
"a payingjob1'' 
-Jonathan Smith 
"graduating fi·om Law School in the California sun" 
-Janelle Freiman 
"a vacation,. 
-Anabcla L. Gouveia 
"teaching in my own classroom'' 
-Melissa A. Jordan 
"enjoying my life" 
-Jessica Maguire 
··work" 
-Brenton Groenevelo 
"having one job from 9-5" 
-Jennifer Kohanski 
"Getting all the trails and tribulations of school out of my mind and starting all new trails" 
-Webster Larkin Jr. 
Seniors 69 
Rachel Lynne Caswell 
Communications 
Kathleen L. Choquette 
C.I.S. 
Dalila V. Correia 
Elementary Education 
Commw1ications 
70 Seniors 
Desiree Lynne Celadon 
Music Education 
TiffanieCiauer 
Justice Studies 
Julie Ann D'Amico 
Sociology 
Renee D. DeBeaulieu 
Sociology 
Tegan M. Cerullo 
Early Childhood Education 
Dina Marie Colantonio 
Special Education 
Daria Lynn DAmore 
Economics 
Arthur DeCosta I I l 
Business Management 
Heather Lorraine Chenot 
Psychology 
JenellM. Coletta 
Social Work 
Heather L. Dandrow 
Elementary Education 
Lydia M. DePalma 
Secondruy Education 
Andrea DiCicco 
Secondary Education 
Christine D. Douthit 
Social Work 
Cheryl Ann Drew 
Industrial Technology 
Caswell-Drew 
Whatwespent-
Class of2002 
Full Time Instate Tuition 
$1,760persemester 
2002 Yearbook 
$40.00 
Cap and Gown 
$37.50 
Books per semester 
$75.00 per class 
U.S. Postal Stamp 
$0.32 
Gallon of Milk 
$2.79 
1CandyBar 
$0.50 
20ozsoda 
$1.00 
Phone Booth Call 
$0.35 
Regular Unleaded Gas 
$1.39 per gallon 
PapaJohn'sLargel topping Pizza 
$10.99 
Showcase Movie Pass 
$9.00 
Seniors 71 
Paula C. Dubois 
CriminalJusticc 
CynthiaK. Dulaney 
C. I.S. 
Julie C. Ennis 
Justice Studies 
Virgcnmina Feliciano 
Liberal Ar1s 
72 Seniors 
Theresa C. Dubois 
Marketing 
Jessica Dumas 
Social Work 
Laura Fabrizio 
Secondary Education 
Paulette Marie Ferland 
General Studies 
AnthonyM. Duclos 
C ornputer Science 
Dawn M. Durocher 
Psychology 
I lollyM. Farquhar 
Psychology 
Dayna Ferrara 
Elementary Education 
Jenifcr Duggan 
[~lernentary Education 
Susan Lynn feiro 
Elementary Education 
Tricia Claire Ferrara 
Justice Sn1dics 
James P. Florio Jr. 
C.i.S. 
Janelle Freiman 
Philosophy 
Dubois-Freiman 
What is one thing 
that you will miss once you leave 
Rhode Island College? 
"being a student" 
-Diane Amaral 
"Winter break!" 
"The Anchor" 
-Adam Aquilante 
"summer vacation" 
-Mamie Cacchiolti 
-Kathleen Choquette 
"the third floor oft he student union" 
-Daria DAmore 
"having fiidaysoffi" 
-Heather Dandrow 
" the ready-made food at Donovons-NO COOK! G! !" 
"Living in Rhode Island" 
-Erin Grivers 
-Renee DeBeaulieu 
"the Cappaccino Machine" 
-Laura Gustafson 
"the exchange of ideas" 
-June Langevin 
" fii.endships" 
-Luisa Rodrigues 
"college li fe 
-Lee Walker 
"My f riends!!!!" 
-Roseann Lenhard 
Seniors 73 
Irina Y. Pridland 
Communications 
Roberto Santos Gomes 
Accowlling 
Carissa Gordon 
Sociology 
Brenton Groenevello 
Criminal Justice 
74 Seniors 
JoycllcGalli 
Special Education 
Michael Goodier 
Film Studies 
Anabela L. Gouveia 
Psychology 
Edicta Gmllon 
Anthropology 
GalinaGiadkova 
Computer Science 
Denise Goodinson 
Alexander Gracia 
Marketing 
Laura Gustafson 
Economics 
Angela P. Gomes 
Social Work 
Adam J. Heywood 
Elementa1y Education 
Kenneth B. I Iynes 
Nursing 
Monica E.lzbicki 
Secondary Education 
Wilfred Joly Jr. 
Community I lcahh 
Fridland- ol 
did you KNOW? 
*Undergraduate Commencement took place on 
Saturda}'t May 18, 2002 in the new gym. 
*There were approximately 1000 students that 
graduated in May and August. 
*Approximately 6;300 people attended graduation. 
*Graduation was held on a wet and rainy day with 
temperatures at a high of 39 degrees. 
*The commencement speaker was Congressman James 
Langevin ('90) who was also the proud son of 
graduate, June Langevin. 
*Governor Almond attended his last commencement at 
Rhode Island College as acting governor. 
*Graduation was delayed by a half hour as a result of a 
traffic jam up to Route 6 of graduation attendees. 
*Graduation lasted approxiamately three hours. 
Seniors 75 
Melissa A. Jordan 
Elementa•y Education 
Julie Jean Kanaczet 
Elementruy Education 
MemehKizekai 
Chemisl:ly 
ChristineM. Laclair 
Secondary Education 
76 Seniors 
DavidJubinville 
Justice Studies 
Lindsey L. Karem 
Elementruy Education 
Jennifer Leigh Kohanski 
Co•mnunications 
Paul Ambrose Lague 
CriminalJustice 
Pamela Kelly 
Psychology 
Julie Labossiere 
Co•mnunications 
JuneBan-ett Langevin 
General Studies 
Amanda Kanaczet 
Elementary Education 
Michelle Kiernan 
Elementary Education 
Megan Labrecque 
Elementruy Education 
Jill B. Langford 
Music Education 
Margaux Lanoie 
C. I.S. 
C.I.S. 
Oli - veli ere 
Besides September 11th, 
what are some other things 
you did not expect this year? 
"fmding my knight in shining armor'' 
-Elise Am.lda 
"Moving! Moving! Moving! Yeah!" 
-Roxanne Benitez 
"buying a new car!! 
-Ruthanne Cargill 
"Doing well in Physics" 
-Monica Boltelho 
·'to finally be graduating" 
-Tcgan Cerullo 
"Patriots winning the Superbowl !" 
-Daniel Villiard 
"wearing sho11s in Decem be•~' 
-Alexander Gracia 
''the Yankees to lose'' 
-Jonathan Lewis 
"the way people banded together after September II th" 
-Kathryn Lowther 
"How much fun I would have working with Shirley Becton" 
-Michael Solitro 
"hitting a deer" 
-Justin Wrathall 
"how fast the year went by'' 
-Julie Labossiere 
"I didn't expect to be a houseowner" 
-Yvonne Mohamed 
Seniors 77 
Physical Education 
Kathryn Lowther 
Graphic Design 
Elementaty Education 
ros 
Justice Studies 
78 Seniors 
Jake Ludwig 
Crimina !Justice 
Biology 
Computer Science 
Roseann Michelle Lenhard 
ElementaJy Education 
Christopher Lyons 
Management 
Rosa malin Martinez 
Secondaty Education 
Elementaty Education 
Jonathan Lewis 
Justice Studies 
Jessica Maguire 
Communications 
Histo1y 
Jessica A. Miller 
Psychology 
HeatherM. Mills 
Marketing 
FernandoJ. Monteiro 
Psychology 
Sando T. D. Moore, II 
Political Science 
lawrence-Moore 
did you KNOW? 
*There are 5 residence halls on campus, 800+ 
residents on campus and 20 RA' s altogether. 
*Since its opening in 1991, Sweet Hall has 
been home to 2,146 students. 
*The residence hall students consume 
approxiama tely 372,000 pounds of food this year. 
*The average residence hall used about 450 
light bulbs this year. 
*The average residence hall used about 1,750 rolls 
of toilet paper this year. 
* Approximately6,000,000hoursofintemetwere 
used by residential hall students this year. 
* Approxiamately 45,000,000 gallons ofwaterwere 
used by residential hall students this year. 
* SweetHallstudentsswiped their cards 
approxiamately 313,040 times this year. 
Information compiled by Tim Touchette(RASweetHall) 
Seniors 79 
Dave Morrone 
Psychology 
Weayonnoh J. Nelson 
Psychology 
Seneca Nowland 
Political Science 
JohnOjih 
Management 
80 Seniors 
Melissa M.Murphy 
Elementary Education 
Johanna Newman 
Secondary Education 
Susana Nunes 
Psychology 
Robert Olsen 
Angela Lyn Musco 
Elementary Education 
Loan T. go 
Social Work 
Sonya Nunez 
Communications 
Conmumications 
Mansour diaye 
Computer Science 
Tanneh D. fieburg 
General Management 
Daniell O'Kieusky 
Physical Education 
Eli7llbeth M. Panillo 
Music (Voice Perfonnanct 
Maulik Patel 
C. I.S. 
I leather Elaina Porcelli 
Health Education 
Morrone-Porcelli 
Where do you plan 
to be in 20 years? 
"I don't want to know yet...'' 
-Nicholas Alfred 
"Teaching in a second grade classroom" 
-Tanya Andrade 
"Have a successful career and with a family'' 
-Nicholas Benoit 
"retired!!" 
-Jennifer Bifulco 
''1 ot in Rhode Island!" 
-Regina Bifulco 
"Married with kids in a beautiful house" 
-Kerri Borden 
"In St. Louis, happily married with children and working at the Build A Bear workshop 
headqua11ers." 
"Wherever life takes me" 
-Jake Ludwig 
"Exiled in Asia somewhere .... " 
-Hannah Resseger 
-Rachel Caswell 
"CEO of a large Corporation" 
-Arthur DeCosta 
"Caribbean'' 
-Rosamalin Ma11inez 
"retired" 
-Donny Poli 
·'Directing shows .. 
-Michael Roderick 
Seniors 81 
MichellePrata 
Elementa1y Education 
MariaQuiray 
Communications 
Amy Robert 
Elementary Education 
Luisa C. Rodrigues 
Management 
82 Seniors 
Kelly Prior 
Music Education 
Jennifer Rancourt 
English 
Julie A. Robert 
Social Work 
Michaela F. Romano 
Elementary Education 
Keith Pyatak 
Studio Art 
Marcia Ranglin-Vassel I 
Community Health 
Ondrea Robinson 
Elementary Education 
Tamar Russell 
Graphic Design 
Susan M. Quattrocchi 
Social Work 
Hannah Claire Resseger 
Graphic Design 
Michael Roderick 
Secondary Education 
ErinSaldva 
Social Work 
Michelle M. Salgueiro 
Technical Theatre 
YassoSampalis 
Secondaty Education 
Stephanie Santos 
Anthropology 
Prata-Santos 
did you KNOW? 
* 62°/o preferred English 161 over History 161. 
*51 °/opreferred DDC deli food over DDC grill food. 
* 79°/opreferred the Summer break over Winter break. 
* 52o/o preferred Multiple Choice exams over Essay 
exams. 
*72°/oofseniorssurveyed preferredknowingwhatto 
expect rather than not knowing. 
*Wearing sweatpants to class is the most comfortable 
outfit to wear to class according to our survey. 
*Unusual Excuses used by seniors as reported in our 
survey: Bloodynose;myroadflooded;had to pick 
catupfromdoctors;couldn'tfindaparkingspace; 
Wiper blade did not work; my dog died! 
*BestHangouts: Library,DDC,CoffeeGround, "my 
car", Weber-Suite L, Quad, and on top of Browne 
Hall's roof. 
Seniors 83 
Jill M. Sauvageau 
Elementary Education 
Kimberly Roberta She1man 
Art Studio 
Jonathan Smith 
History 
Marilyn Soscia 
Psychology 
84 Seniors 
Sarah Schenker 
Sociology 
Ma1yroscSilvia 
Sociology 
Michele Smith 
Elementary Education 
Alyssa MaricStcpinski 
Art Studio 
Robin I. Schwartz 
Elementary Education 
Robert J. Skodras 
Justice Studies 
Sarah J. Stevenson 
Biology 
SengoudaneSengvilay 
English 
Jennifer Smith 
Psychology 
Heather L. Stone 
Elementaty Education 
Melissa Ann Tanguay 
Social Work 
Angelina Teixeira 
Justice Studies 
LisaTeny 
Management 
uva eau- e 
Where do you plan 
to be in 20 years? 
" In the US expanding business that I am planning to create." 
-Roberto Gomes 
"All over the world" 
-&licta Grullon 
"Australia?" 
-Kenneth Hynes 
" I plan to be teaching in the Dominican Republic!" 
-Yvonne Mohamed 
"In Liberia with my fi·iendsand family" 
-Weayonnah elson 
''lolmgjng'' 
-Seneca Nowland 
"Family and teaching at the University level" 
-Maria Qui ray 
·'rich and famous I iving in Paris!" 
-Jennifer Rancoun 
"Teaching on a College Campus" 
-Ondrea Robinson 
'Teacher of the year for the 20th consecutive year" 
- athaniel Tumer 
" I-I ave the life I always planned when I was a linle girl" 
-Jacqueline Vales 
"In my hot tub! '' 
''Hopefillly alive" 
-DavidZea 
-David Verducci 
Seniors 85 
Katherine A. RastaThomas 
Elementary Education 
• 
Jacqueline Vales 
Communications 
Lee Walker 
Communications 
Erica Williams 
Special Education 
86 Semors 
Brandee Trainer 
Secondary Education 
David V erducci Jr. 
Psychology 
Justin Wrathall 
Psychology 
Robert Vieira Sousa 
Business Management 
Rebecca Weidcle 
Accounting 
David lea 
English 
Jill Usenia 
Communications 
Daniel Villiard 
Management 
Claire White 
Social Work 
Letitia Marie Zeoli 
Graphics 
~~=~~~~ 
Jackie Vales and Maria Quiray 
YIIIPPPPPPEEEEEEE - We 
Graduated! ! ! ! 
( to the right) Kerri Borden holds up her graduation gown 
from many years ago. Even though the size has changed 
the feeling of graduation is still the same- pure excitement! 
A 
"The best advice I could give would 
be to be honest with yourself.. Do 
whatever makes you happy, keep Senior 
n focused and set goals. Always re-member to work hard but have fun . 
d 
and meet great people along the 
way .. " 
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President 
Andrea's degree is in secondary 
education with a specialization in 
English. The best part of her experi-
ence being class President was 
forming good solid relationships 
with all ofthestudents and facu lty at 
RIC. She would especially like to 
thank though Dr. Jean Brown and 
Kristen Salemi who greatly inspired 
her during her time at RIC . 
The girls would 
"Hey Mickey" 
own stress 
Both from Rhode Island, yet from totally opposite ends, Andrea and 
Julie two very bubbly girls came to RIC with the same things in 
mind ... a home away from home, making friends, having fun, but mos 
of all receiving the best college education they could possibly get. 
They arrive to school, move into Weber Hall, and who do they share 
88 senior Story bathroom with? Well each other of course! And the rest was history ... 
like to add a 
(Their very 
reliever ... ) 
"The college expereience is all about J 
involvement and meeting great 
people. Because I got involved, espe-
cially as Vice President of my class , U 
my college years were much more 
le and un le." 1 
Julie's degree is in Communications. Vice President 
She plans to either be a news anchor 
or a Television Production teacher. 
The best part of her experience being 
class Vice President was working 
with such a positive group who very 
successfully accomplished a lot dur-
ing their four years at RJC. She would 
like to note that "Yes, it is possible to 
graduate in 4 years from RIC!!!" 
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As a freshmen, Andrea was a member of Student Government then 
decided to run for class office as President. By sophmore year, the 
class of 2004 were in need of a Vice President, so along came Julie. 
Being best friends, the two felt that they had accomplished more as 
class officers. They had open communication and were able to work 
e 
r 
e 
together more clo e ): effecti ): planning cf viti=e=s·=··----~ Senior Story 89 
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Senior week is planned and coordinated 
by the class officers of the class that is 
graduating. The class officers work hard 
to bring events that arc fun but inexpensive 
to our future RIC Alumni. Other events 
include over night stays and fun three day 
cruises. 
.. I 
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90 Senior Wee~ 
Senior 
Week 
(to the left) Kenneth I Iynes and Philip 
Amaral both on their way to graduation 
take a underclassmen Amy Dye with 
them to " take the plunge" 
(above) Marilyn Soscia who will 
sadly leave RIC in May with her Psy-
chology degree enjoyed her sky diving 
experience. ( to the right) Louisa 
Rodrigues stands with a friend after 
they both jumped out of a plane. They 
give senior week events the peace 
s1gn. 
~I 
( left to right) Crisolita da Cruz, Maria Quiray, Jackie 
Vales, and Catherine Moniz 
Senior 
Week 
Jennifer Kohanski and icolc Arteaga both 
graduating one week after this event are 
surrounded by their friends at such a 
but sad time in their lives. 
Mike Roderick, Philip Amaral, Andrea DiCicco, David Medieros, 
Daria D' Amore, and Julie LaBossiere Lee Walker 
Semor \\ eek 9 1 
What wi II each graduate do with their knowledge 
gained from RIC? Only the future will tell. We do 
know that each student has recieved a wonderful 
Shirley Becton is excited to be graduating. The education from outstanding faculty, professors 
yearbook staff and several of the students have and students. 
had a special bond with Shirley. Shirley worked in . 
the Student Activities office and was a great help ... · 
to all students and faculty. Her knowledge of RIC 
is at the top degree. The yearbook staff knows 
first hand, When in doubt .. Ask Shirley! (above) 
92 Gmdur•lion 
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(Above left to right) Daria D' Amore, Dave Morrone 
and Kelly Gleason. Daria worked on the Anchor and 
Dave worked on both the Anchor and WXIN. Dave and 
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Graduauon 93 
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Renee Marcaccio and Jennifer Kohanski 
Andrea DiCicco and Phillip 
Amarel 
94 Grodutuion 
Elizabeth Parillo getting her diploma in 
Music Performance 
Seneca Nowland Vice President of 
Student Government is excited to start his 
career in the Political Science field. 
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Hats off to our grads! 
Expecially the ones 
who decorated their 
hats for the gradua-
tion ceremonies! 
Kenneth Hynes who graduted with a diploma in 
Nursing stands proudly with friends. 
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Paul Lague, president of the Men's Rugby team 
stands happily with hisgirlfricndLauren Dettorsc 
Grndua11on 95 
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Andrea DeCiccio, Julie Laboissere 0 
and Elizabeth Parrillo t&eJ'Iea-
Kerri M Borden graduting with 
her degree in Sociology. 
Daria D' Amore and Dr. Llyod Matsumoto 
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Renee Mareaccio and Jennifer Kohanski 
Gr,1dua11011 97 
"Just about a month from now I'm set adrift, with a diploma for 
sail and lots of nerve for oars."- Richard Halliburton 
"The fireworks begin today. Each diploma is a 
I ighted match, each one of you is a fuse" - Ed 
Koch 
98 Graduation 
Above: Jennifer Bifulco 
stands with her prod famly. 
"There is a good reason they 
call these ceremonies 
"commencement exercises." 
Graduation is not the end; it's 
the beginning" -Orrin Hatch 
(to the left) Adam Aquilante, 
Shirley Becton, Luisa Rodriguez 
and Bree Johnson 
"The only time you don't fail is 
the last time you try anything -
and it works." 
"The important thing to recognize is 
that it takes a team, and the team ought 
to get credit for the wins and the losses. 
Successes have many fathers, failures 
have none." 
ORGANIZATIONS 
I 
"I am only one; but still I am 
one. I cannot do everything, but 
still I can do something; I will 
not refuse to do something I can 
do." 
Opening Organi1.ations 99 
Pictured left to right: (Back) Sarah Brovi llctte and Eric Tracey. (Middle) Anna Gregson, Ashley Foster and 
Meredith Carey. (Front) Rebecca Butler. Not pictured: Joe Burns, Jay Coggeshall, Kally Hanifin and Jessica 
Nappi. 
RSA is an organization that acts as a 
voice for the student resident body. 
Their meetings are held Monday nights 
from 9-1 Opm in the resident halls. 
Some events that RSA have run and 
sponsored are: 
-Ice Cream Social 
-Candy Gram 
-Pud-Off 
-Egg Hunt 
-Spring Cotillion 
-Blood Drive (co-sponsored) 
100 RSA 
make1he 
DIFFERENCE Bums. Jessica Nappi. Anna Gregson and Sarah Brovillenc. (Sining on the couch) Meredith Carey. Eric Tracey. Ashley Foster and 
Trish Wagner. (Sining on the floor) Kall) I Ianni fin. 
Campus Ministry 
The campus ministty serves individuals from 
all religious backgrounds and celebrates spiritual 
diversity. 
Students can join them for coffee in their 
office or for conversation - spontaneous or 
by appointment. They offer pastoral counseling I 
spiritual direction. 
There is also a number of different volunteer 
services that they patticipate in and students arc 
welcome to get involved in. They do can food 
drives and a giving tree. Over the past few years 
the Campus Ministty has been sponsoring a toy 
drive to provide inner-city children with toys for 
Christmas. The toys that were collected have 
been distributed through the local St. Vincent 
dePaul Society.The RIC community provided 
gifts for 132 children in '97-98', 230 children in 
"98-99 and 300 children in '99-00' 
Students sign up for different toys. 
C~mpu< Mini>try 101 
Katelyn Averill, Samantha Mendes, Walter Borden, 
Melissa Murphy, and Joshua Lapan pose with their 
advisor. 
(one the right) Suzy Alba and 
Ainsley Morisseau are the 
newest layout editors of the 
yearbook staff. (to the right) 
Abbey Brooks and treasurer 
KatelynAverill take a break in 
between designing layouts. 
Walter Borden, Samantha Mndes, Katelyn Averill , Suzy Alba and Abbey Brooks 
r 
~ 
Even the Anchor took 
notice of Exodus this year! 
We mastered year-
book layouts and 
hounded different 
people for pictures. 
We attended more 
events then should be 
allowed and we used 
more film then is 
stocked at local 
stores. 
Editor 
Melissa 
~ Murphy 
Secretary 
Bethany 
Colcuaand 
Lditorand 
chief 
Samantha 
Mendes 
Being a part of the 
yearbook staff for 
the 2001-2002 
year was an ex-
tremely difficult 
task. The yearbook 
staffhad a learning 
year. Thestaffand 
advisor tried new 
strategies, finding 
out the best ways 
to market and 
produce the year-
book. The staff 
attended their first 
conference and 
began working on 
computers! 
Organization of African Students 
& Professionals in the Americas (OASPA) 
Back: Hollis Lima, Sonnah Sampson, Marvel Mejia,Dayemean Parkinson and Kenneth Anderson. Front: Zizi 
Steven, Weayonnoh Nelson and Emmanuel Amos. Not Pictured: Deneia Fairweather, SataJallah, Momolu David, 
Daphney Jean-Bapstiste, Amanda Hyman, Sara Lindstrom, Lindsay Belisle, Will Goodridge, Hannah, Alain Edouard 
and Anderson DaSilva. 
Here are some members ofOAS P A sponsoring one of their parties. 
104 OASPA 
The Organization of African 
Students & Professionals in the 
Americas (OASPA), is an 
organization that welcomes any 
students that are interested in 
learning about the African culture 
and suppmting diversity and 
equality. OASPA sponsors many 
J
events that celebrate the African 
culture, one of these events this 
year was the 2002 African Hair 
Expo which was followed by a 
post Hair-show celebration which 
featured 3 DJ's spinning hip-hop, 
reggae and other various types of 
mUSiC. 
Lupe Riveira talks to a couple of members ofOASPA during one 
oftheirparties. 
OASPJ\ 105 
Student Community 
Government =---
Executive Board 
Members 
Secreta1y : Shannon Johnson 
President : Erica Hole 
Vice President : Seneca Nowl 
Treasurer : David Medeiros. 
Finance 
Committee 
Paul Perira, Richard DclBonis, 
David Medeiros, Nah Bun, 
Sarah Nichols. ( front ) 
Rebecca Ho1ton, Dr. Scott 
Kane,Mrs. Sally I lindson, Mr. 
Brian Allen and Samantha 
Mendes 
106 Student Commumty Government 
Parliam_ent Mem_bers 
Sarah Nichols, Steven Chase, and Seneca owland 
William Dorry 
I and 
Laura Colannino 
Debra Marks and Susan Palmeiri 
Student Government represents Rhode Island 
College's students views, ideas and problems. 
They meet with administration, faculty and 
other students to come up with positive solu-
tions for students issues. They proudly serve 
the RIC community! 
Student Parliament members 2001-2002 : 
Walter Borden 
Erica Hole, Seneca Nowland, Shannon Johnson, Richard DelBonis, Samantha Mendes, 
Steven Chase, Rebecca Horton, David Medeiros, Sarah Nichols, Theresa Peters, Rebecca 
Csizmesia, Walter Borden, William Dorry, Debra Marks, Susan Palmeiri, Phil Schecter, 
: and Laura Colannino 
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Anchor Mascot 
Buddy Budinski 
108 Anchor 
Pictured left to right: (Front) Tiffany Ventura. Kristen Mojkw~ki, Tes;alina Kinnunen. Perri Pect, Scott 
Pacheco, Adam Aquilante and Dan Blovin. (Back) Andrea Stewart, Darla DaMore, Brent Robitaille, 13il Dorry, 
J.D. Salisbury, Abcll lernandct. Tony Rodrigues, Anthony Geremia, Cliff Rebelo. Heather Bryant and 
Cameron Moquin. Not Pictured: Jan Cappelano, John Converse. Alex Franco. Adam Hutchins. Josh Lapan. 
Amy Medeiros. Jim Ruggiero, Cheryl Sadcli, Patrick Tierney. Erica Tremblay. Erica Waltoncn ~md Karen 
Whitehead. 
(Back) Daria D' Amore and Ian Cappelano observe some 
of their fellow staff members doing what they do best. play 
video games! (Sitting) Tiffany Ventura, Scott Pacheco and 
CliffRebelo. 
Monkey hear no evil, monkey see no ev1 monkey speak 
no evil. Scott Pacheco, Dan Blouin and JD Sal isbury. 
. 
---~~-~ 
-Anchor Facts-
The Anchor Newspaper Staff consists of 17 ed 
and 20 members. This staff works hard together to 
produce 3,500 copies that go out 28 weeks per a 
year. The average issue consists of 20 pages of 
interesting a1ticles, interviews with students, 
hororscopes,advcrtisements, comics and much 
more. The Anchor gives students a chance to voice 
theinriews and to inform othcrstudents on issues 
conceming Rhodelsland College. 
One of the programs that the Anchor runs is The 
Anchor Junior. This addition of the Anchor is 
comprised o ftlte fifth and six graders at the Henry 
Bamard Elementary School. Each child writes their 
own stories. One issue is put out eve1y month and 
each issue consists of fourpages. Five hundred 
copies are distributed. The Anchor Junior gives 
these children the opportunity to explore their 
creativity and to become more familiarwithoneof 
tile organizations on campus. 
ChiefeditorBill Dory. 
z.. . --~. 
. Topright:Jim 
Ruggiero hard 
at work. 
'1 if 
~··-; 
Bottom right: 
~ JoshLapan,Jim 
Ruggiero and 
Tony Rodrigues 
clown around. 
Heather Bryant and Dan Aznavorian 
critique their work. 
Tony Rodrigues, Josh Lapan and Jim Ruggiero catch up on 
their reading. 
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RHODE ISLAND 
Front row: Kristin Anastasiades, PeterGerardi, Jessa Goldstein, "Jim Bra boy" vin An,.,.,·orm 
Paul Pereira, Richard DeiBonisand Kenneth Anderson. Middle row: Jamie Dourley ,Jennifer 
Marino, Jonathan McDowell, Anthony Pirri, Tom Remington, Diana Campopiano, Holly Farquhar, 
Rachel Caswell and Rick Jones. Back row: Paul Keenan, Dave Doyle, Desiree Clemens, Roman 
Duffy, Eric Dionne, Matt Coppola, Tony Rodriguez, Nate Grist, Sami Rifai, James Bissette and 
Zizi Stevens. 
(left) Presi-
dent of 
WXINPaul 
Pereira. 
WXIN had to take many shots befor· 
the yearbook staff had it and started 
yelling. One of the out takes to the 
left. 
Above Tony Rodrigues who plays an important 
role in several of the media organizations on 
campus. 
lYXIN 
For decades, WXIN has represented Rhode Island College's 
commillnent to motivate and prepare students to join the world of 
radio broadcasting.The heart of WXJN has always been the 
students who make up its staff. More than merely playing the best 
and newest music from every genre, WX IN gives students a first 
hand role in creating concert events, organizing marketing and 
advertising, preparing and maintaining libraries of hundreds of 
thousands of songs, and every aspect of professional radio. Beyond 
training, WXIN has taken on a very active role in the RIC 
community by hosting numerous charity events and local parties 
and continually offering support and advertising to every on-
campus organization. As the station prepares to begin it's th ird 
year of inter-national broadcasting, the members would like to 
take a moment to thank all tllose who have helped make WXIN 
great, and awaits ttew members who will lead RIC's loudest and 
strongest media gr011p into the twenty-first centllly. 
Tom Remington and Dave Doyle enjoy 
working together on their show. 
Brothers Calvin Anderson and Kenneth Anderson 
clown around together at the station. 
(right )Dayemean 
Parkinson on the 
mic.Dayemean is 
a freshman at 
RTC who has 
really showed his 
stuffby getting 
involved in orga-
nizations on 
campus. 
"Anything Goes/ The Sparky 
and Cheesy Show" 
Seniors Rachel Caswell and Holly Farquhar have been best friends 
since their freshmen year here at Rhode Island College. This year, 
they decided to make their last year one to remember and hosted 
their o>vn show" Anything Goes" which was later renamed 
"The Sparky and Cheesy Show". Their show aired Sunday nights .:. 
11 pm to I am. Rachel andHollywerealwaysexcitedand ready 
music and take vel''"'"'·"· 
WXIN lll 
Above : Dr. Teresa 
Coffman 
112 Chorus 
Chorus 
The Rhode Island College Chorus 
is a select, mixed choir of 
approximately 45- 65 voices. 
Membership is open to any RIC 
student by audition. RIC Choms 
performs a wide variety of literature 
- from a cappella pieces to large-
scale choraVorchestral works, 
traditional works to multi-cultural 
and avant-garde pieces - on a 
minimum of three concerts at 
Rhode Island College per academic 
year. The Choms performs at least 
once yearly at an off-campus venue 
Rainbow Alliance 
1ational Comming Out 
Day is a day when people 
are encouraged to '"come 
out" and take pride in 
their sexuality. This is one 
of ther many programs 
that the members Rain-
bow Alliance participate 
Ill. 
Front row: Marie Koboyashi, Kevin McCaskill and Jasmine IR.obb. Back row: Sarah Gillian, 
Tony Crombie, Elaine Agarwal and James Champagne. 1 ot pictured: Regina Vinluan and 
Toni Martin. 
The Rainbow Alliance is an organization that is 
dedicated to raising awareness in terms of human 
rights, homophobia, transphobia and sexism. It's 
members are straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgendered and/or students who are questioning 
their sexuality. Anyone is welcome to join! 
President Kevin McCaskill 
tpkes time to smile for the camera. 
~ ---- \' Here is a sample of some of the decorative 
art work displayed out on the quad for 
National Coming Out Day. 
What a happy group! Kevin McCaskill. Sarah Gillian and 
Jasmine Robb arc together to smile for a quick picture 
Rainbow 113 
Asian Students Association 
ASA at their E.C.A.S. U. (East Coast Asian Students United) 
conference. 
Pictured lefi to right: (Back) Vicng. Ra Chhun. Vathana 
Symoungkoun. (Middle) Maloup Bun. Dianna Bui. Vanda 
Nanthavongsa, Amrnara Am, Tina Southiscng and Jeap 
Rathsavong. (Front) Jessica Wamcr, Srocun Soung, Mary 
Chanthaphouvong and Bethy Phimmachack. 
Here is ASA are at their Almual Christmas Dinner. 
(Left from front to back)Cheryl Sadeli, LyN ingSun, Yanda 
Nanthavongsa, Am mara Am and Maty Chanthaphouvong. 
ASA at their E.C.A.S.U. (East Coast Asian Students 
United) conference. Pictured left to right: (Back) 
Am mara Am, Mary Chanthaphouvong, Jessica Warner, 
Bethy Phimmachack, Dianna Bui, Maloup Bun, Sroeun 
Soung. Jeap Rathsavong and Yanda anthavongsa. 
(Front) Ra Chhun, Vathana Symoungkoun and Yieng. 
I 
-Asian Student Association are actively recmiting 
members at Student Activities Day. 
(Back, left to right) Ly Ning Sun, Cheryl 
(Right from front to back) Cookie Phimmachack, Bcthy J>himmachack, 
Sadel i, Dok Hemond, Tina Southiscng, 
Cookie Phimmachack, and Peter. 
Dianna Bui, Jessica Warner, Maloup Bun and Ra Chhun. (Sitting) Maloup Bun and Bethy Phimmachack. 
Asian Students 
Association, 
(ASA) is an 
organization, 
organized to 
spread Asian 
Awareness 
throughout the 
campus. 
114 ASA 
I : 
Pictured left to right:(Back row)Sroeun Soung, V Phivphonephan, Hollis Lima, Ra 
Chhun.and Ross Tentoco. (Middle row) Tom Yang, Dianna Bui, Yanda anthavongsa. 
and MatyChanthaphouvong. (Front row)Jeap Rathsavong, Ammara Am, Cookie 
Phimmachack, Bethy Phimmachack and Tina Southiseng. (Not pictured) Maloup Bun, Dok 
Hemond, Afton O'neal, Matt Rounds, Chety l Sadeli, Ly NingSun, Yatthana Symoungkoun, 
and Salomon X ion g. 
Latin American Student Organization (LASO) 
Latin American Students Organization 
(LASO), is an organization that is open 
to all students interested in any aspect of 
the Latin American Culture. It sponsors 
many social events at which one can 
learn about Latin American dances, the-
atre, foods, and customs. The 
educational events held by LASO include 
speakers, films and trips. LASO's meet-
ings are usually held in the Spanish lan-
guage. 
JVt~ 1. ~·~ LASO fT nOV~ 
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To the right and below are pictures from one of 
LASO's big events this year-their Auction. Active 
and non-active LASO members were 
auctioned to raise money for a charity. Following the 
Auction is a popular dance party which can be 
attended by students who went to the auction and 
students who could not make it. 
LASO 
Dro. a mtn 
Back row: Meredith Morris, Rose Paola, Jeff, Laura Collanninol and Meela Daniel. Front row: President 
Jennifer Partridge, Treasure Danya Liezta, Vice President Qui ana Gomes and Secretary Edwin LaMonthe. 
Vice PresidentQuiana Gomes with her 
daughter. 
116 Programming 
And the winner is .... Quiana Gomes for best 
Vice President at the 2002 Storgy A wards. 
C Programming is an Eric O'Shea Comedy Night ~ 
organization that works hard to .. ~ 
rovide entertainment for the 
college community. Much of the 
entertainment that they provide is 
comedians, magicians, psychic 
fairs and concerts. Some events 
that Programming sponsored this 
year were: 
-Laser Tag 
-Mike Super,...., magician 
-Psychic Fair 
-Glass Etching and Music Box 
-Eric O'Shea Comedy Night 
To top the night off-
free Icc Cream Sundaes! 
Not only was Eric O'Shea hilarious, but he was also 
very down to earth and fi·iendly. 
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Anchormen Rugby 
Bridgewater Tournament -April 6th 
2nd Place Finish 
(W) - 3 - 0 - vs Bridgewater St. 
(W)- 14- 5- vs Weaton 
(L) - 3 - 21 vs Springfield College 
Bryant Tournament -Ap_ril 13th 
1st e.Lace Finjsh 
(W) - 12 - 5 - vs Springfield College 
(W) - 7 - 5 - vs Bryant College 
Beas_Lof the East -Apri12oth - 21st 
ELite 8 
(W) - 5-0- vs UMass Am hearst 
(W) - 12 - 0 - vs Bryant College 
(L) - 0 - 63 vs Central Connecticut College 
(L)-7-12 vs Wesleyan 
Top left to right: Jesse Sampson, Gerard D' Arezzo, Tom Ricci, Paul Lague, Troy Lambert, Nick Francis, Keith 
Lazarski, Jay, Giroux, Joshua Kent, Ben Martish;Ryan Duggan, Brian Flamand, Mike Crittenden. Bottom left to 
right: Ed Rostowsky, Dayemean Parkinson, Colin Septko, Walter Borden, Christopher Engelhardt, Coach Dan 
Saccoccio, Lupe Rivera, Bill Canale, AndrcwTureene, Jameil Shloul and Christian Rodriguez 
II 8 Men' Rugby 
Top left to right: Paul Lague, Tom Ricci , Mike Crittenden, Joshua Kent, Brian Flamand, Walter Borden, 
Keith Lazarski, Gerard D' Arezzo, Advisor Brian Dougher. Bottom left to right: Lupe Rivera, Andrew 
Tureene, Colin Spetko, Nick Francis, Ryan Duggan and Ed Rostowsky. 
Paul Lague 
To the left: Lupe Rivera lifts jumper 
Joshua Kent during a lineout trying to 
win posession of the ball against 
Springfield College. Above: Our An-
chmmenarerucking! 
Rugby is a sport, a passion, a 
disease that you catch. It is a blend 
of strategy, strength, speed, and 
instinct. It is basically organized 
and glorious mayhem. The object is 
to, by carrying, passing, and 
kicking the ball, score more points 
than the other team. 
Chess Club 
Chess Club member John Valentine plays a match 
against another student in the Pan-Am Intercollegiate 
Chess Tournament held in Donovan Dining Center 
on Saturday. May 4th. 2002. 
Checkmate! Here arc j ust 
two of the many particpan 
in the 2002 Pan-Am 
Intercollegiate Champion-
ship, enjoying themselves in 
an exciting match of chess. 
120 Ches:>Ciub 
Chess Club coach Larry Christiamsem (left) and John Valentine 
practice for the Pan-Am Intercollegiate Championships. 
The Chess Club is an organization that 
teaches and fosters the learning and 
playing of chess. They compete nationally 
in collegiate and individual tournaments. 
The Chess Club won Best Fundraiser at 
the Storgy Awards for their 2001 Pan-Am 
Championships. On behalf of the Chess 
Club, Rhode Island College was named 
"2002 Chess College of the Year" by the 
United States Chess Federation. 
Congratulations Chess Club! 
Team #421, Dave 
Chantapouva and Crystal 
Pimental proudly represent 
RJC while they show thei r 
talent at the MIT competi-
tion held in April. (below) 
President, Felicia 
Higgins, and her 
pattner Gregory 
Moses did a 
fabulous job 
exhibiting confi-
dence and im-
pressing the 
judges during 
their advanced 
level dance. 
) l t \\ I "1 
Ballroom dance beauties Clystal 
Pimental , Suzy Alba and Jennifer 
Connolly put the finishing touches on 
their makeup while they sit at the RIC 
table and await the next round of 
dancing at thecompetition. (above) 
Practice Practice Practice! 
Dance partners Adam 
Stanley and Suzy Alba do a 
little practice number 
before they take the floor 
for a com 
Connolly 
and Suzy 
Alba hap-
pily watch 
and cheer 
Ballroom Dance Club 121 
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American Marketing Association) _.._. 
.... 
Alicia Black 
AMA at the 24th Annual Collegiate 
Awards Program in Orlando Florida. 
Awards arc given to chapters whose 
exhibits demonstrated excellence in 
crcavity, educational va lue and/or 
how well the exhibi t communicated 
the activities of the Chapter. Also the 
Sulli van tire/ Goodyear Case 
Competion is another honor pre-
sented to Collegiate Chapter teams 
selected as finalists based on written 
case studies based on an actual 
challenge provided by Sullivan Tire 
and Goodyear. 
AMA Mission Statement: 
The American Marketing Association is an 
intemational professional society comprised of 
individual members united with an interest in 
the practice, study, and teaching of marketing. 
At RIC the mission is two-fold; 
* First to educate students interested in the 
fields of marketing by exposing them to real-
life marketing techniques. 
* Second, to encourage and promote friendly 
relations between students, faculty and busi-
nesses in order to enhance the personal and 
professional growth of our members. 
RIC ANGELS 
RIC Angels is an or-
ganization that sup-
ports Camp Heart-
Ian d, a national non- Jllllll.-iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiii~~~~~~iiiii!ii'-' 
profit organization 
that enhances the 
lives of children in-
fected with and by 
AIDS/HIV through 
year-round support , 
recreational programs 
and community 
AIDS awareness ef-
forts. Through 
fundraisers and sup-
port they hope that 
their chapter will 
continue to help sup-
port this great cause. 
~Rfcaogels ............. 
A STUDENT CHAPTER FOR CAMP HEARTLAND 
A CAMP FOR CHILDREN AFFECTED BY HIV & AIDS 
Rena Rossi & Kristen Hoffman 
Praise Ensemble 
Praise Ensemble 
are a group of 
. 
aspmng smgers 
who perform 
numerous times 
in the N azerian 
Center through-
out the year for 
large audiences. 
RIC Angels/Praise Ensemble 123 
Nuria Chantre enjoys her job 
at the Co-op Playgroup while 
playing with one of the children. 
Look at this group 
r having a blast while 
practicing good oral 
hygiene! 
The Co-op Playgroup is a great 
program that provides students 
with children to leave their child 
at the playgroup during their 
classes as long as they volunteer 
to watch the other children in 
return! In addition to being edu-
cated, the children take part in 
many fun events such as field 
trips, bake sales, parades and 
much more! 
There's nothing like good clean fun! 
• ..... • • .t .... - • • , . .. 
Here, these two children play together with one of the 
many fun and educational games. 
!llJII!ll!!~~--;,. 
Co-op 125 
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The Outdoor Adventure Club 
teaches its members to set 
physical outdoor challenges 
for themselves. Students with 
a common interest for the 
outdoors come together and 
form great friendships. On 
these trips students create self 
confidence and gain apprecia-
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tion for the outdoors. Some of 
the trips this year were a bike 
trip to Martha's Vineyard, a 
white water rafting trip in 
Maine, a horseback riding trip 
in Arcadia and many hikes in 
the New England area. 
c 
L 
u 
Stephen Burke 
and Rebecca 
Knowlton take a 
relaxing stroll 
after an exciting 
ski trip. 
B ..__ ____ __;..... _ __. 
126 OAC 
Stephen Burke (President), Amy Wallace (Secretary), and 
~----.-~----Adam Stanley (Vice President) are sporting their OAC t-
shirts as they pose for a group picture. 
Kappa Delta hi is a fraternity that concen-
trates on bonds of friendship, philanthropy 
( conu1mnity service) and campus wide 
involvement. This year a successful cloth-
ing drive was completed along with car 
washes. This years "BASH" was one of 
the largest and most successful events for 
Kappa. It brought the alumni together to 
celebrate with the new pledges and 
the torch of Kappa. 
~ ~ 
WalterKrutz, Joshua Lapan,Kevin Munley, Walter Borden, and Jon 
Borilla. Not pictured: Frank Rosa, BobCostaandJason Bishop 
Katie Vernon and 
Crystal Billis 
pledged for Kappa 
Delta Phi this 
past fa ll. They 
take time during a 
meeting to create 
Crystal Bill is 
Stephanie Gu ilbault, Sarah Nichols, Rebecca 
Horton, Erin Gi ll and Samantha Mendes Jason Bishop 
Kappa Della l'hi 127 
Habitat is a Christian organization 
dedicated to eliminating poverty housing 
throughout the world. RIC is involved by 
working with the Greater Providence affi li-
ate to build actual homes for low-income 
families and holding fundraisers like 
Shacktown. 
Joan Barden, 
Chaplain 
office secretary J 
Both Jessica 
Dumas (left), 
and Joshua 
Lapan (below) 
take patt in 
Habitat's 
"Work Day", 
building 
homes for 
neighboring 
homeless. 
joins Donna V :!_.. 1 
__ _~,;,. ":fi;'\'1.-.,.;~,JII 
and Karen W. r~ .:· .. 
in presenting 
desserts at the -~ _ 
spaghetti din- J·; ~ 
. 'J~J 
ner fundra1ser ,. 
held at St. 
Teresa's 
(left). 
Officers Rena Rossi,Jessica Dumas, Donna 
Vongratsavay and Karen Whitehead hang out in the 
Jains office to make plans for · 
_ .... (. 
128HABITAT FOR 
Abel Hernandez and Donna Vongratsavay 
enjoy raffling off prizes during the spa-
ghetti dinner held at St. Teresa's church. 
TY 
r Slightly Older Students Organizatio 
I \~ J ,.. ~ 
~- -
Do not be mislead by their name, 
Slightly Older Students (SOS) is 
an organization is that is not 
limited to just "slightly older stu-
dents", but is open to all of Rhode 
Island College's students. SOS 
offers students a place to meet 
other students and offers support to 
them as well. One of the events 
that SOS sponsored this year was SOS members at the STORGY awards. 
their Murder Mystery Dinner. o'---"--"-" -------~-......... 
members can always be 
counted on to attend events, 
1 support fellow students and 
understand the "ins" and 
"outs" of student rights. 
Regina Peters and Theresea 
Peters a mother daughter team 
spend a lot of time together mak-
ing sure SOS runs smoothly. 
(They are in every picture above ) 
(to 
the 
left) 
sos 
is at 
the 
organi-
zations 
holiday 
party. 
sos 129 
Abbey and Suzy are a sticky mess while 
trying to master the cotton candy machine 
to add to the other many · ·.-~-!1!!!!!!!!!!!5::lfT"lP 
going on in the quad. 
Beth Coletta works 
hard in the office to 
get everything for 
the holiday dinner 
130 SPA 
The SPA 
"crew" 
hang out 
with 
Kristen 
for a bit 
after 
havng an 
end of 
the year 
lunch 
together! 
SPA's Rachel 
Caswell, Melinda 
Kirk and Sasha 
Guilbalt also have a 
blast while serving 
cotton candy to 
students out on the 
quad. This is just 
one of the many fun • 
events the Office of 
Student Activities 
puts together! 
Special Projects Assistants 
These student workers assist 
Kristen Salemi, Director of 
Student Activities, in plan-
ning, organizing and runn ing 
many programs and trips 
held through out the year for 
the entire RIC community. 
Sasha and Rachel had a blast 
handing out popcorn to students 
outside of the Student Union. 
Abbey and 
Kristen wear 
beautiful smiles 
while they take 
a break from 
work in the Stu-
dent Activities 
office in the 
Campus Center. 
131 SPA's 13 1 
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Anchors uzy Alba and Kevin Xavier joke 
around a bit before they start the final 
--~~~~~- taping for the show. .,- _[ 
Stephen Cooke checks the 
equipment as Patrick 
Tierney eagerly awaits to 
exhibit his talents behind 
the camera. (above) 
132 RIC rv 
James 
O'Hayerand 
Bobby 
Forand check 
lighting and 
sound before 
they begin 
directing the 
show. (right) 
l " -~-----
• 
Camerawoman Beth 
l Hoisted comments on 
the set as she gets ready 
to do another take. 
TheRICTV 
crew looked 
amazing at 
theStorgy 
Awards. 
Pictured are 
Ainsley 
M01isseau, 
Nuria 
Chantre, 
James 
O'Hayer, 
Abbey 
Brooks, 
Suzy Alba, 
and 
Stephanie 
Ugbonaja. 
(Below) 
Jason 
Larose, 
graphics 
major, 
designed 
and helped 
spray paint 
the banner 
used for 
the set of 
the first 
show( right) . 
Suzy Alba, President of 
RIC TV, takes a quick 
glance to make sure every-
thing is ready in the studio 
before they start filming 
the first show. 
RIC TV is the college's 
on campus television 
station that acts as a 
creative outlet for stu-
dents who want to par-
ticipate in television and 
video production. They 
also produce and edit 
films, videos and even 
___ talk shows. Members 
can exhibit their work 
on a weekly basis to the 
entire RIC community 
via closed circuit TV in 
~ the dorms and in vari-
\ ous locations on cam-
pus on channel 3. 
-
Lv-~~~~iiiliililn. 
Ainsley Morisseau and Abbey 
Brooks both new toRIC TV, 
learn the ropes and try out the 
newly made set. 
RIC TV 133 
Katelyn Averil won best treasurer of the year. 
A 
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(Above) These ASA members sit with 
their executive board members Cookie 
Phimmachack and Tina Southiseng (far 
right) 
STORGY 
Programming members (top left to right) Quiana 
Gomes, Danya Liezta, Laura Colannino.(bottom left to 
right ) Meredith Morris, Rose Paola, Jennifer Partridge, 
MeelaDaniel 
.. { ~ 
Erica Hole, Walter Borden and Rebecca H01ion 
134 Slorgy Awards David Medeiros and Seneca Nowland 
DavidMederios won most active~~4-!nl"~'>!:,' 
' OASPA won outstanding organization of the year. To celebrate their accom-
plishments was: ( left to right )Sata Jallah, Sonnah Sampson, Emmanuel 
Amos, Weayonnoh Nelson, Denia Fairweather and Zizi Stevens 
The STORGY's (Student 
Organization Awards) are 
awarded yearly by Student 
Community Government, 
Inc to the Student Organi-
zation that have been 
voted the best in each 
individual category. Orga-
nizations are nominated 
by other organizations 
presidents and the winner 
is voted on by Student 
Organizations Committee 
ofSCG, Inc. Besides the 
awards listed William 
Dorry won most active 
member in an organiza-
tion. Samantha Mendes 
won Best President for her 
work on the yearbook. 
The chess club won best 
fundraiser for the 2001 
Pan Ams and RSA won 
best social event for the 
These Anchonnen rugby players are lucky enough to be of age so instead 
of cheering when they won " Most improved organization" they could 
toast. (left to right) Jay Giroux, Nick Francis, Joshua Kent, Keith 
Lazarski, Ryan Duggan, Brian Flamand, Paul Lague and Gerard 
D'Arezzo. 
Spring Cotillion. 
Storgy Awards 135 
Lauren Minichello, Ondrea Robinson and Ian 
Robertson. 
(above) Katelyn Averil (Sweet) and Jes-
sica Nappi ( Browne). 
RESIDENTIAL 
Olymprics 
Living in the resident halls is like having another 
family. Because there are less then I 000 resi-
dents ... eve1yone knows your name. 
LIFE 
Charles Hewes and some other 
Residents from Weber Hall. 
Rachel Newman - Hall Director - Browne Hall ~ 
136 Residential Life Opening Amy Dye and Kimberly O'Conner- Willard Hall 
Kate Lane, Stephanie Cabral, Danielle Poulin, 
Crystal Pimental, Nicholas Bennett and Gail 
Vierra all enjoy a great lunch together, but 
more importantly a break from those long 
classes! 
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Willard girls Courtney Texeira, 
Jillian Kieman,Gail VietTa and 
Stephanie Cabral hang around for a 
bit after eating a snack before 
classes. 
DINING 
CENTER 
Amy Dye, Beth Husted, and 
Crystal Hoffman stop for some 
Donovan dinner before they head 
back to the dorms. 
For a more quiet lunch Melissa 
Benitez and Dianna Bui decide to 
eat their meal on the upper level of 
Donovan. 
Donovan 137 
These students take a few minutes to relax in between class 
in front of Adam's Librmy. 
Smile for the camera! These friends enjoy taking time 
to have a coffee and catch up with one another 
outside Willard Hall. 
138 Campus Life 
Most students have a favorite place 
to hang out on campus. For some it 
may be the "Quad" where everyone 
passes through on their way to 
classes, meetings or lunch, for others 
it may be the Resident Halls, 
Adam's Library, Donovan Dining 
Center or the Student Union 
Building. Where ever it may be, 
these favorite spots are all important 
aspects of Rhode Island College's 
I campus Life. I ~ 
Look out below! Are those construction 
workers? No, that's Dr.Pennfield and 
Brian Allen outside the Student Union 
Building during it's renovations. 
Note: 
Campus life is what you make of it here 
at Rhode Island College. With over one 
hundred organizations to join and over 
fifteen NCAA sports to play RIC can be 
a happening place. 
Suite H girls Beth Husted and Laura Durniok take a break 
from "studying" to enjoy the beautiful weather from their 
balcony in Willard Hall. 
. (. l/-
These two share a smile and a laugh on the Quad over 
coffee. 
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Browne 
Hall 
• o ~.; .3,91J b.L' 
Rebecca Horton and Christina DiLustrotake some time 
from school work to goof off. These ladies met living 
---~,~ ... together in Browne Hall. 
( to the right) Rosie Jacobs, Jenni- ~~~~~~ 
fer Rodregos, Vanada ~~ 
Nanthvongsa, Courtney Doucette, 
Amnaara Am, Moniquc Consalves, 
Jaclcne Ciocca, Carmen Ramirez 
and Afton O'Neal. These girls all 
started their friendships behind the 
walls of Browne hall. Memories of 
times in the suites wi ll never be 
forgotten. 
( left to right) Tressah Monna, Eileen 
Jakabck, Patricia Pelle, Maureen 
McPherson and Laura Gray enjoy hang-
ing out in their suite in browne hall. 
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(to the left) friends Karen Smith, uria 
Schantrc and Emily Boskos share some 
memories in their dorm room in Browne. 
Browne Hall hosts some wonderful events 
every year such as the stress free finals week 
fun and they have won quite a few Midnight 
Madness competitions in the last few years. 
They arc known for their spi rit and oh yes as 
being the on ly all female dorm here at RIC. 
All female suite style donn is bursting at 
the seams with energetic residents in-
volved in numerous aspects of college 
life at RIC. These girls get together to 
defend their midnight madness champi-
onship every year. 
... 
--- .,.,-r..C: :.--
(to the right) Lisa Sullivan has a friend 
helping her study for her midterms in one 
of the comfortable suites in Browne Hall. 
Sarah Nichols, Sarah Potenza, Katelyn 
Averil, Ondrea Robinson, Quiana Gomes 
and Christina DiLustro take enjoy one of 
the RA's events. This event focused on all 
the different ways to eat chocolate . 
Jessica Nappi ( top left), Rebecca Horton ( bottom 
left) are the awesome RA's Browne hall has. 
1 "'> 
;,, '-e--
' . .e " 
" ' 
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Roo mates 
Rebecca 
Allen and 
Amanda 
share some 
laughs after 
coming back r 
to the dorms 
from dinner. ~ 
(left). 
Coggshell, Tim Touchette,Shirta 
Delgado, work with Hall director Mike 
Gorman in Sweet Hall 
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Pat Hughes and 
Justin Deveau 
make sweet mu-
sic with their 
guitars, while 
roomates Karen 
Normandin and 
Ashley O'Blenis 
happily sit by to 
listen. 
Jason Thompson, Todd Bloom, Karen 
Normandin, Nicole Longo and Tim 
Robbie take a break from their whiffle-
ball game to enjoy the warm night. Suzy Alba, Amanda Nevens and 
Courtney Texeira enjoy another of 
-~-
DAVID E. SWEET I 
RESIDENCE HALL 
,I 
their fitness walks on the 
RA's Tim Touchette and Sherita Delgado, along 
with their residents ,German Cardona, Karen 
Normandin, Justin Deveau, and Ashley O'Blenis 
gather together after a long, but successful night 
of OlympRJCs. After all they deserve the rest, 
since they were the champions! ! 
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Weber Hall 
FACTS: 
- Suite Style dorm. 
- Co-Ed. 
-Has great activites such as 
Singled Out. 
- Has a great area for movies. 
( Weber beach ) 
- Know n for snowball fights. 
- Only has single rooms. 
-Great place to meet life long 
friends. 
"A friend drops their plans when 
you're in trouble, shares joy in your 
accomplishments, feels sad when 
you're in pain. A friend encourages 
your dreams and offers advice- but 
when you don't follow it, they still 
respect and love you."- Doris Hemerling 
Paul Lague - Resident Advisor 
It's thanks to the great Hall Directors at RIC 
that we have such great experiences in the 
resident halls. Brian is not only the assistant 
coach for the soccer team. He is also the 
advisor for the mens and womens rugby 
teams and serves on Student Government as 
the faculty repersentative. 
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James Williamson- Resident Advisor 
James Williamson and Jennifer Poplawski 
(above) Paul Lague, Joanne 
Pora, Jennifer Poplawski, Brian 
Dougher, James Williamson. (to 
the left )Derek Freitas, Brian 
Dougher , Rob Wahnon and 
Angela Sarette. These pictures 
took place during a very ex-
hausting Olymprics competition. 
Weber hall gave the competition 
their best. 
Kristen Haley enjoys the su ite style single rooms 
in Weber. Weber Hall 145 
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Hall Director (Not 
pictured ) -Meredith 
Carey 
Resident Advisor 
Alex Gracia 
Alex gets involved with his residents as 
well as with the school. Alex plays on 
our varsity soccer team as well as being 
an important member of the Outdoor 
Adventure c lub. Alex graduated this year 
with the class of2002. 
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Resident Advisor 
Jenna Cyr 
Jenna is a great R.A but she keeps herself 
busy with other on campus activites such 
as being a life guard at our Recreation 
center and working at Student Activities 
helping other students get involved . Jenna 
will be going into her senior year in the fall. 
• 
competing 
at 
Olymprics. 
(below) Lauren Dettore and Joshua Kent 
(to the 
right) 
Brian 
Flamand 
and Ed 
Rostowsky 
enjoy their 
time to-
gether in 
the suites 
in Thorp 
hall as wei 
as on the l rugby 
1 
field. 
'"Friendship is the 
hardest thing in the 
world to explain. It 's 
not something you 
learn in school. But if 
you haven ' I learned 
the meaning of 
friendship, you really 
haven't learned 
anything" -
Muhammed Ali 
Renee Marcaccio 
( above) Meghan Devoe and Courtney Reynolds 
show their friend how to party Thorp hall style at 
the Spring Cottillion. 
( left to right) Renee Marcaccio, Meghan Devoe, 
Katie Thomas, Lauren Dettore, Courtney 
Reynolds and Jennifer Cronan at the Spring 
Co till ion. Thorp II all 147 
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Misti Bowen and Thomas Ricci 
.-s:-
Misti Bowen, Samantha Mendes, 
Thomas Ricci and Walter Borden 
watch as Wi liard hall competes 
with Browne in an Olympric volley 
ball match Joseph Burns and his date Liz 
LeJeune both live in Willard 
hall and agree that it is a blast. 
(to the right) Suite J in Willard hall decorates 
for the holidays since they consider each other 
family. ( left to right, upper to lower) Allison 
Angers, Mia Salcone, Kimberly O'Conner, 
Lauren Minichello, Nicole Turner, Veronica 
Munroe and Amanda Hutchins. 
---
Jeff Zander is an outstanding hall director. 
He participates in all of Willard halls activi-
ties and is always at hall council meetings 
for advice and direction. All Willard hall 
residents always know Jeff is around to talk 
about anything! 
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Jason Hebert and Sarah Nichols enjoy living in Sweet 
Hall. Sweet hall is great because the rooms are bigger -
Sarah 
Katelyn Averil (Sweet hall) and Rachel Caswell ( 
Willard hall) both just like being with friends 
I SO Rc>~dcnual l.tfc 
Rosie Jacobs and Maria Quiary 
both live in Browne hall and agree 
that," The suite style living in 
Browne Hall is best." 
(below lcfi) Rebecca Horton and Ellen Farrell. (below right) Bethany Coletta and Katelyn Averil. 
Rebecca and Ellen arc both RA's and Bethany and Katclyn both work on the Yearbook Staff. These 
girls all believe that everyone should get I VOLVED 
Living in the dorms is worth the money 
because it is the best way to meet other 
students and make friends. - Bethany 
Coletta 
(below) Steven Chase who Jives in 
Willard Hall says," Living in the dorms 
is awesome. I point evetyone in the 
direction of Student Community Gov-
ernment because you get to know a lot 
of students and their perspectives on 
student issues. 
-
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Rachel Caswell and Holly Farquar both lived in 
Willard Hall their entire time at RIC. 
To the right these residents 
hang out in one of the large 
suites in Browne hall. Rose 
Paola, Maggie Moore, 
Merideth Morris, Katie Jasmin, 
Ajman Adiil and PI ino German. 
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Suzy Alba ( Sweet hall ) and Abbey Brooks( 
Willard hall) claim that each dorm is better for 
different people. It depends on your personality! 
JoAnne Pora (Weber Hall) and Jason Coggshell ( 
Sweet hall) are both RA's and like having such a 
large impact on the student community at RIC. 
(right) Beth-
Ann Coletta who 
lives in Browne 
hall and is in-
volved in Student 
Activites, Pro-
grammingand 
Yearbook agrees 
with most. .. " 
Getting involved 
should be top 
priority" 
Other Residential Life students Comments : 
( not pictured ) 
,. I I 
v 
"Hmmm ... Living on campus was a wonderful way for me to get to know my fellow students 
(especially when I needed homework help")- Ainsley Morrisseau 
"Living on campus is not so bad if you can learn to deal with roomies weird habits. Also students 
should learn how to flush the potty". - Todd Bloom 
"Living on campus is a vita l part of the college experience. Eve1yone should live on campus at any 
college for at least a semester so you can say been there done that."- Samantha L Mendes 
"Living on campus makes it easier fo r students to get involved and enjoy their time at college" 
- Andre LaBonti 
" Live on campus .. It's FUN! " - Jason 
Coggshel l 
Play RUGBY - Paul Lague 
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Kellie Berthiaume and 
David Wild share a nice hug 
(upper left}, while Aquatics 
Director Adam Salemi and 
son Matthew also share a 
special moment( upper 
middle) .Tara Elman-Jones 
and Lindsey Burke chat 
quickly in between 
classes( upper right), but 
"Big" Hamlin, Thomas 
Walters and Duane CLement 
don't chat they "chill" during 
their breaks from 
classes(bottom right). 
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On the upper left, 
Samantha Mendes and 
Kimberly O'Connor en-
joy the outdoors. On the 
lower left Justin Deveau 
flexes his muscles for the 
camera while Matthew 
Kelly patiently waits to 
walk back to the dorms. 
Oh and how could we for-
get Donovan Dining 
Center's visitors' Steven 
Femandes, Laura 
Colan nino, and Amy 
Wallace, lower right. 
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Thank-you Thank-you Thank-you Thank-you Thank -you Thank-you Thank-you 
From the edit01:s desk- ( Samantha Leigh Mendes) 
Special Supporters and Important mentions 
The yearbook can not be made with out all the support of the RIC community. Support comes 
from donations, time and advice. Each and eve1yone of the individuals who are mentioned on this 
page helped to make this book possible. 
Donations -
Dr. Peter Allen- gold 
Kristen and Alan Salemi - gold 
RlC Social Work Sunshine Committee- Thank-you to Suzzanne Russel with On Site 
oold Photography for the patience and wonderful 
0 pictures for the organizations. 
Cindy and Jack Albanese - gold 
Rita and Ralph Pinto - gold 
Dr .. John Nazarian- gold 
Mrs. Linda Averil- silver 
Grey Guenther and the Campus Card staff -
Thank- you for all of our computer help. The 
book wouldn't have been published if it wasn't 
for your knowledge. 
A nchor Staff. Thanks for lending us paper and 
our hub. It 's great that the media organizations 
can help each other out. 
To Sarah Nichols, Rebecca Horton, Jed Thomp-
son, -your support was unbelieveable. 
To my staff members, words can not explain 
what each of you mean to me. Walter your 
dedication and cool head when when times are 
rough kept our team together. Katelyn your 
humor I ightcned the office. Abbey and Suzy 
your perservcrance saved the day. My li fe is 
forever changed by you two. Ainsley when 
all else failed you learned something new and 
pitched in- you saved us. Beth- You always 
have eve1ything done efficently and perfect. 
You arc awesome. Josh - The pictures were 
great. Your contribtions were important. Mel-
issa your years of knowledge of yearbook 
taught us things we didn't know. 
Kristen Salemi , the book could not be possible 
without all of your photgraphy and resources. 
To the Graphics department, the banners looked 
wonderful all year long. We wouldn 't have sold 
as many yearbooks with out you. 
Brian Allen, Thank-you for helping us through all 
the tough times and inspiring us to continue on. 
SallyHindson in SCG I can't thank you enough 
for all of your advice and time helping Exodus get 
back on their feet again. 
Norv Garnett.. You have stood by us when no 
one else would have. Thank-you. 
Deacon Mike- Thank-you for vbeing our advisor. 
Your logical solutions get us through the rough 
spots. 
Dr. Nazarian wi thout your support and under-
stand ing the book would not have continued on. 
Thank-you for taking the time to care about your 
students. 
Dr. Scott Kane. Your support and verbal word 
around campus lifted our spirits and made our 
accomplishments brighter. 
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B ETH ISRAEL DEACONESS 
MEDICAL CENTER 
A member of CAREGROUP 
An invitation 
to success ... 
CLINICAL 
ENTRY PROGRAM 
For New Nursing Graduates 
Begin your Nursing Career at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
Come be a part of our Clinical Entry Program 
• Receive a strong orientation • Perfect your leadership abilities 
• Work with a Clinical Sponsor • Take the first step towards career development 
• Develop excellent clinical skills 
We will support your movement into specialty areas such as: !CU, 08 and OR after I year of employment. 
BSN and AD welcome. 
Please call our Nurse Recruiter, Maryellen Kiley, at 617-632-9409 to arrange a meeting with one of our 
Nurse Managers; or fax resume to: 617-632-8155. 
A diverse, skilled workforce is one of the lasting strengths of BIDMC: EOE 
www. bidmccareers. c om 
At Rhode hUnd Hos.pitJ.I ""'<''re rc-.Khing out (0 
bring in the kind of c.kdiatcd prof~ioru.ls who 
will k«p us on top. pcopk who 01rc tC$ponsibk 
(or our kmg·S~anding. srill-growing, regional md 
n;uiorul reput.ltion for rxedlcn<e. There arc so 
many compelling re.asons 10 join us$ and .so 
many 8J'<'.ll r«rcation;j,l. rulcur-.11. and «luc:nioNI 
re.uoos 10 mJke rour home in Rhode WJnd. \X't'd 
lo,·t to t~ll )'OU Jbout them. 
Come to Rhode Island, for Career & Lifestyle. 
• ROC'k·solid S&1bility, crcmMd.ous bcnefilS and btzih-in opp<>rtunitiC$ for prof(SSion~ 
)dvancC'mcm 
• A 68-acrc C;lmpus with a servic<' arfl cncompl.S:Sing Rhode Isl-and. SouthtaStN1'1 
Mass:AchlLS('U$ and nearby Connecrkm 
• l11c state's largest general acme C"Jrt hospital 
• The Lewl- J crauma CC'nccr for SouthcJStcrn New England 
• Larg¢St teaching hospital for Brown Uni\'Cl'$ity Mcdic.U School 
• Tlle 2nd-l.:.rgest regiozul tr.mma -and pcdi:urfe referrnl CCIHCr$ 
• The 3rd·largC'St for kidney transplants and largest for org:an har,·est in New Engl::md 
There are many 'vays to show you C'are . . . At Ril-l.. we believe th.at the work 
of every dcdiated employ« fosters. p:uie11t and famiJy ccmcred ('jr('. Hrre arc soznc 
of the art"JS of opportunity in our commuz)ity: 
Nursing Resp.i ratory Pharmacy Radiology 
\'(lc offer tht com~titi\'<" comp<n~tion :and out~t:~nding bfncfit~ th1t onC' would C"Xpc'Ct 
o( 1 Y.'Otkl<b .. ~s inltinuion. Rt'loc.nion wim:ncc ls :w.aibble to qwlif't«< 1ppJK.-nts. 
r'Or mot< infomution. or 10 :apply (or ;t position. plot.,}I:C OOfH.Kt Nursing: Gail Cuddy: 
gcudd)~lifrsp.m.org. T;an)'.l Riwu: crivera@lifesp.tn.org • Rt$pir.uory/Radiology: 
Peter Cori;~;ndcr; pcori.1nd~lift"$f>.ln.org • Pharn,acy/P.sychology. tynn C\\·cdon: 
1~\"«lM(lJi(esp.-n .org_ • All o ther opponunici~$: by ~·ma.i l to: R.IHJO~IifcSp.ln.org 
• by f:..x (0: 401·444-8161 • or b)' m:ail (O: Rhod~ hbnd llo,~-piul. F..mploym~nc 
OffiCe. 593 Eddy Str«t, PtO\'id~n~('. R.l 02?03. \t'f rtw 1lll ~IJIIdf ()fljN)i'tum'tyf 
alfimt~ttit'( tut1411 rmpf~, ~()mmlll(t/ t() llilt(f'tiiJ m :k u111rkpla~r. 
Rhode Is land Hospital 
A Ufespan Partner 
Dedicated to the people we hire 
and the community we serve. www.lifespan.org 
~eckw~ ~t ~JC~t 
SUBACI..i!'E & REHABIJ.ITt\TI01'. CENTRE 
Extraordinao• Care f?y Extraordinao• People 
If you're someone with a commitment to improving 
the lives of others, consider a career at Cedar Crest 
Subacute & Rehabilitation Centre. You could be pan 
of a ream that provides unpar;~llcled skilled nursing 
and rehabilitation services. Cedar Crest offers 
40 I K plans. profit sharing, paid holidars, sick 
time and a $2000 sign-on bonus for nursing positions. 
For more information, call Cedar Crest 
Subacute & Rehabilitation Centre today. 
125 Scituate Avenue Cranston, RI 02921 
tel 401 944-8500 • fax 401 944-5162 
Ce<lar Crest Subacute & Rehabilitation Centre 
is an l~ual Opportunity Employer. 
Someone understands 
what I'm all 
about ... UPS! 
They know what I wanted: 
great pay, benefits and 
a schedule that fits my plans. 
PART-TIME 
PACKAGE HANDLERS 
$8.50·$9.50/Hr 
Excellent Benefits 
Weekly Paychecks 
Weekends & Holidays Off 
3·1/2 to 5 hour work shifts 
To inquire, please call: 
1·888-WORK·U PS 
Or visit: www.upsjobs.com 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
Summer Jobs!! 
Great Pay Rates! ! 
Full Time!! 
No Experience Necessary!! 
M ACHINE OPERATORS/SHIPPERS: Earn $ 11.00/hr. 
Earn $13.40/hr in a part time year-round position. We will 
train you to work as a shipper or machine operator on state of 
the art computerized bakery equipment. Day and evening sta11 
times available. 
MERCHANDISERS: No experience necessa ry. Work on 
Cape Cod! Five day work week! Travel to various supermarkets 
in the lower Cape to set up signs and product display racks and 
arrange bread/rolls on shelves. 
Full Time Position For A New Grad!!! 
ACCOUNTANT: Great entry level opportunity! BS in 
accounting and experience with MS Office required. 
Apply in person at Gold Medal Bakery, 21 Penn St., Fall 
River, MA 02724 or call 1-800-642-7568, ext. 0. To 
request an application, emai l name and address to: 
pmorrissctte@goldmedalbakery.com. 
~ 
i i --GATEWAY HEALTHCARE, INC. lrnr>roving Access to Services 
We would like to congmtulate all graduates at 
Rhode Island College. 
Gateway Healthcare Inc. is the perfect opportunity for students 
graduating college who would like to find success after their many 
years of hard work, dedication. and personal growth. We welcome all 
applicants to our positions. 
Gateway Healthcare Inc .. is one of Rhode Island's largest behavioral 
and mental healthcare providers. Due to our expanding client base 
and program development, Gateway Healthcare has several 
opportunities within our agency including: 
• Mental Health Counselors - Master's and Bachelor's degree positions 
• Clinicians - Master's degree required 
• Case Managers - Bachelor's degree required 
• Residential Case Managers - Bachelor's degree required 
• Psychiatric Nu.rses · RN required 
All these positions are available within our Johnston & Pawtucket facilities. 
Gateway Healthcare offers a competitive salary and an excellent 
benefits package including Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Delta Dental, 
403(b) pension plan. tuition reimbursement and three weeks vacation 
time to all new staff. Individuals with Spanish and Portuguese 
language skills are encouraged to apply. 
Please forward resumes to HR Manager, 249 Roosevelt Avenue. Suite 
205, Pawtucket, RJ 02860. fax to 401-722-2250 or email to 
hr@gatewayhealth.org 
Check us out online at: www.gatewayhealth.org 
Congratulations to the 
Graduating Class of2002/ 
To inquire about cnrccr opportunities 
or apply for a position. please send resume to: 
Human Uesources, The Miriam Hospital , 
164 Summit Avenue, )>nw iclencc, lU 02906: 
Email: KCoo·den@lifcspan.oo·g; Fax: 401-793-2923. 
Phone: 401-793-2800 EOE 
www.miriamhospital.org 
~u~ 
~ ~ 
??n~ 
The Miriam Hospital 
A Lifespan Partner 
Respect for the past, 
commitment to the future. 
KENT 
HOSPITAL 
455 TOLL GATE ROAD· WARWICK· Rl · 401.737.7000 
A CARE NE ll' ENC~ANO HOSPITA~ 
www.kenthospital.org 
1# loucf, your life like no one else. 
ALGONQUIN GAS 
TRANSMISSION 
COMPANY 
A Duke Energy Company 
1284 Soldiers Field Road 
Boston, MA 02135 
617-254-4050 
SAFETY IS NUMBER ONE! 
-~~-1:::1 ARTIC TOOL and -ENGINEERING CO.,INC. 
ATEC 
41 FORD LANE 
WARWICK, R.I. 02888 
TEL. 401-785-2210 
JOHN M. SOUSA 
MARKJ. SOUSA 
•'-~· • •• .,At. •••• St.kN-YJI : •• : 
/ I!Kmi.J ••••• 
Q.r :. al 
I.Jty(l( ••••• 
FATIMA """ SPECIALTY 
llospllal Care 
For Exci ting Career Opportunities: 
200 High Service Avenue 
Norlh Providence, Rl 02904 
401·456·3200 
Fax 401-456-3824 
www.saintjosephri.com EOE 
Congratulations Class of 2002 
on all your accomplishments! 
You now have the "building blocks" 
for a promising future 
Best of luck in your endeavors 
From your friends at 
RAn-I 
STUDIOS 
School Photographers 
Braintree Plaza 
(781) 848-1922 
Co119ra.tu!ations CCass of 2002 
I 
I 
qhe Partyllare.fLouse 
We Offer Student Discounts 
Show us your ID and receive 15% Off! 
( 401) 726-2491 
31 0 EAST AVENUE • PAWfUCKET, RHODE ISLAND 02860 
Noxtheast Tl:anspoxtation Coxp. 
Liquid Asphalt, Trailer Dump 
& Lowbed Services N (401 ) 232-1444 
Mobile (401) 499-4181 
356-A George Washington Hwy., Smithfield, Rl 02917 
• {j)f'~Coo<Go•oCo 
P.O. Box 9214, Warwick, RI 02889 
BILL QUIRK 
Tel: (401) 734-9963 
Fax: (401) 734-9763 
Chem~' 
MANUFACTURER OF ORIGINAL ETCHED COLLECTIBLES 
CHEMART COMPANY 15 NEW ENGLAND WAY. LINCOLN Rl 02865·4492 
1-800·521·5001 • 1-401-333·9200 • FAX 1-401·333· 1634 
DESIGN • MANUr'/ICTURJNG · MARKETING · FUFILMENT 
Plli'SBlRGH 
,. A I N T • 
MARC GILLSON 
Manager 
Mt. Pleasant Hardware 
Elmwood Paint Center 
249 Academy Avenue 
Providence. Rhode Island 02908 
Phone: (401) 351-7200 
Fax:(401)351-8117 ~ 
Independently Owned and Operated 
~ 
THE WESTIN 
PROVI O t NCt 
is proud to be a suppotter of 
RHODE LSLAND COLLEGE 
Good 
Lucl< 
Class 
of 
2002 
~WASTE MANAGEMENT 
1-800-972-4545 
I (40 1) 463-6215 • I (40 1) 463-5087 Fax 
1610 Pontiac Avenue • Cranston, RI 02920 
H ELPING YOU COMPETE fOR THE fUTURE 
Connratulations to the Eraduatinn Class! 
CORE Business Technologies 
East Providence, Rl & Waltham, MA U,-- i 
~~~ ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. 
ESTABLISHED 1923 
166 DOYLE AVENUE • PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND 02906 
DAVID KELMAN 
(401 ) 331-3909 
FAX (401 ) 861-3574 
SACCUCCI 
LINCOLN MERCURY, Inc. 
D.B.A. SACCUCCI HONDA 
ffi LINCOLN 
Mercury fib (g) HONDA. 
1350 WEST MAJN ROAD • MIDDLETOWN, R.I. 02842 • (401) 847-4737 
FAX NO. (401) 847·2999 • TOLL FREE R.I. 1-888-890-2233 
WEBSITE AT: WWW.SACCUCCLCOM 
THE SACCUCCI FAMILY IS DEDlCA TEO TO SERVING THE 
COMMUNITY WITH QUALITY, COMPLETE INTEGRITY AND 
UNPARALLELED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 7 
168 Advcniscmcnts 
Gooa luck 
to all 
the 2002 graduates 
from 
College Presiaent 
John Nazarian 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 2002 
Office of Academic 
Support And Information 
Services 
To the Class of 2002 
College Dining 
Services wishes you 
success in all your 
future endeavors 
let Tout Yoice Be lleatd! 
Member1 of Student Community 
Government Inc. repre1ent variou1 
major1 and 9roup1 and their intere1t1. 
456-8088 Student Union 200 
Best Wishes! 
McGrath Studios 
8 Elm Street 
Braintree Massachusetts 
781-848-1922 
Congratulations Class Of 2002 
Welcotne to the Alumni Association! 
(401) 456-8086 
Email: alumni@RIC.Edu 
We have an active young alumni group. Contact us to get 
involved! 
FEDERAL HILL Open 6 Days: Closed Monday 
CASERTA PIZZERIA 
ORIGINATOR OF THE WIMPY SKIPPY 
Spmach Pie, Pig m the Blanket. Pepper Pig. Wimpy Sktppy, Bur. Wme 
121 Spruce Street---- Providence. Rhode Island 
621-3618---- 621 -9190----272-3618 
C.Jt:M'P"US :MI:NIST'RY 
1Ve wou(a fl/ie to cong ratu(ate a ff 
tlie 2002 g rad'ttates. 
:May (jod's Iiana a(ways ouitfe 
you into tlie f uture. 
1Jeacon :Milie :Nayontano 
'Rev. Larry JVrcfio(s 
:Jr. joe 'Pescate((o 
:Mrs. j oan 'Ba raen 
PROV IDE~Cl: COLL EG E 
Provickncl:, Rhodl: bland 02918-000 1 
'I t.:l 40 1.865 .2033 Fax 401.865.2908 
l:-mai I patrior6@providcncc.cdu 
Steven T. McGonagle 
llllTI :-JAK'I COJ.O:-.FJ. L:Si\R~tY 
I'ROI· I·\'OR 01' Mil 1'1 ARY \(II :-.;(1 
521 -3539 800-551-0965 Fax 621-91 43 
Jrc!f ]/oris! k_ VfCCHifOIISC 
50 RADCLIFFE AVENUF. 
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISt..AND 02908 
www.freyflorist~providence.com 
All Major Credit Cards Accepted 
Good Luck! 
To the class of 2002 
From the department of Intercollegiate Athletics 
Intramurals and Recreation! 
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Rhode Island College 
Campus Center 
Campus Card, Etc. 
Office of Student Activities 
Graphics 
Information Desk 
Student Union Scheduling 
Campus Center Office is located in the 
Student Union Room 314 • 456-8034 
From the 
174 Ad\'eni..emenh 
Philip Amaral 
We wish you the best in the 
future. May your life be 
filled with joy, happiness 
and love as you filled ours. 
Love- Mom and Dad 
Love Mom 
and Daddy 
m 
Yvonne, We always knew that 
you could make it! We arc so 
proud of you, we arc so lucky 
for having you as a daughter. 
Wish you success in your 
career. 
Hannah Rcsscgcr 
May you always be 
surrounded by 
beauty and peace. We 
are so proud of you! 
Congratulations! 
Mom, Dad and Ken 
Nick Benoit 
Nick-
Thank you for being 
the best son in the 
whole entire uni-
verse! 
Pamela Gordon 
We were proud of you 
then, and we are so 
proud of what you have 
accomplished thus far. 
Congratulations and 
continued success. 
Congratulations! 
We could not be more 
proud of your accom-
plishments. You fill 
our lives with love and 
joy. We love you! 
Mom, Dad, Chich & 
Brit 
We love you! Mom, AI, Dad, and Gregory 
Andrea V. DiCicco 
Andrea, you make us proud by your 
dedication, perseverance, and 
accomplisments. Continue to chase 
your dreams! 
We love you! 
Mom and Dad 
Paul Lague 
P.J.-
We've always been so proud of 
you and always will be, no matter 
where your future may lead you. 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
w 
E 
A 
y 
Congratulations! 
0 
N 
N ~ 
0 
H 
Hold on to your 
dreams and keep 
up the good work. 
We wish you the 
•best. 
With all our love 
\ Your Family 
Laura Fabrizio 
A parents dream 
come true! We are 
proud of you and 
we love you! 
Love, Mom, Dad, 
Kure, Ben and Sam 
CciO ~ -.Maraca .. ~w .. You've come a long 
y baby and we're so 
proud of you! 
Renee To a wonderful daughter "J!QI:~IIiiiillliil:.llt.iV 
who always has a smile 
on her face and gives us 
great pleasure. Weare 
very proud of all your 
accomplishments. 
All our Love 
MomandDad 
Jackie. your journey began 
with this single step. You 
have survived the toughest 
obstacles. Your strength and 
detenninationsays it all. 
You have always had big 
dreams. Keep looking up at 
the stars and continue to 
smile. The Vales Family 
wishes you true happiness Congratulations 
andagreatfuture. Love Mom and Dad 
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Congratulations! We 
love you! Mom and 
Dad 
Congratulations on 
all of your 
accomplishments! 
We are so proud of 
you! ! We know you 
will always follow 
your dreams! 
Bree D. Johnson 
Love Mom, Dad 
and Sherri 
The Rhode Island College Men's Rugby Club contains a 
unique cast of characters. Rugby clubs throughout the college 
community aregcncrally known for having a similarly unique 
reputation. Historically, the Rode Island Men's team has been 
no except ion. Overt he past few years, the organization has 
changed leadership as those leaders moved on and gradu-
ated. I nhcrently, each year is the result oft he prior years' 
work. While past leaders have shown great dedication and 
eli I igcncc in improving theclubon multiple facets, few have 
shown the vigorof this year 's graduating President, Paul "P J" 
Lague. P J came to the club in 1999 as a novice to the sport. 
Searching for a new challenge, P J dove head first on the tiled 
and off to learn the ways of running the team. Paul became 
the President in 2000 and vastly improved its status with 
Student Government and drastically improved its on field 
success. As President fort he past two years, the Men's 
Rugby Club has enjoyed two of the most successful seasons 
inthchistoryoftheclub. While PJ'sexpcricncewit the club 
has come to a close, he has unquestionably left his mark wi th 
theorganization. 
1-
Whilctheclubwill elect 
new leaders to bring the 
club onto future years, it 
will be difficult to replace 
the dedication and talent 
of the person who 
brought the club to level it 
has been during his term. 
We, the membersof thc 
clubthankyouPJ forall 
the hours you have given 
to the club to make it the 
success we have enjoyed 
as a team. 
Heather ~ 
We are so proud of 
all that you have 
accomplished in your 
life. Always follow 
your dreams. 
We love you 
Mom and Dad 
You served on 
the Exodus 
staff di ligently 
for your entire 
time at Rhode 
Island 
College. For 
all of your 
dedication and 
hardworkwe 
would like to 
thank you! 
Good luck in 
your future! We 
know you will 
shine 
Melissa Murphy 
The 200 1-2002 
Exodus Yearbook Staff 
You did it! But, you did it your way! 
Congratulations, we are all very proud 
of you. You've worked so hard to 
achieve your goals and proved to the 
world that dreams really do come true. 
We love you~ 
Mom, Nanna, Tracy and Ed 
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~ Amencans face armed guards 
and tighter check·1n procedures 
as airport secunty restricttons are 
heightened fonowmg the terronst 
attackS on September 11 
~ Americans face another form of 
terror when anthrax· laced leners ~ 
are sent to members of Congress ~ 
and the media. Five people are 
killed in the attackS. and dean-up 
of government bU1Id1ngs costs 
millions of dollars. 
1' V1olent lsraeh·Palestlnian 
confrontations escalate as Prime 
MtniSter Ariel Sharon and PlO leader 
Vasser Arafat struggle to find an 
answer to the1r countries' ongoing 
hatred for one another. 
1' Former Yugoslav leader Slobodan 
M11osevic faces the International 
Tnbunallll The Hague for U.N war 
cnmes. 1ncludnlg the murder and 
persecutiOn of ethniC Albanians 
m Kosovo. 
~ American A11hnes AI{Jht 587 crashes 
into a Queens neighborhood in New 
York C1ty on November 12, killing 
all 255 people on board. StruC1ural 
failure olthe plane's ta1l assembly 
ap~
1' Twenty-etght youths are arrested 
for SlaltlnQ bush hres that destroy 
hundreds of thousands of acres 
of forest and farmland and ki I 
thousand of koalas and kangaroos 
in southeast Australia 
~ ConviC1ed Oklahoma City bomber 
Timothy McVeigh Is executed by 
lethalmjeChon for destroying the 
Allred P Murrah Federal Bu1ld1ng 
in ~nl1995. killing t68 people 
I \ 
I 
1' After Houston energy gtant Enron 
oollapses. thousands lose the1r life 
savings. accountJng f11m Arthur 
Andersen encounters aocusat1ons of 
unethiCal practiCeS. and the General 
Accounting OffiCe sues the ExecutiVe 
Branch for conhdenttal transcnpts 1n 
ns investiga1Jon of the scandal. 
~ As Operahon 
Endunng Freedom 
begins. the U.S. 
military 31fdrops 
food rations to 
the starving people 
of AfghaniStan. 
1j 
v f. Researchers at 
the Mayo Clinic in 
Rochester. Minnesota. 
unve11 a new technology 
that uses facial heat 
patterns to detect 
lying. Blood flows 
to the face when a 
person lies, causing 
dramatic changes in 
heat patterns. 
Sci-Tech 
1' Scientists at Massachusetts 
General Hospital di~rthat 
beauty 111ggers a-tram response 
in men that is similar to reactions 
to cocaine and money. 
f. President Bush approves stem cell 
research, but only on celts already 
extracted The research is highly 
controversial because extracting 
the cellS killS human embryos. 
1' Winter weather buffs are left 
out in the heat as Americans 
expe~ence record warm 
temperatures aCfOSS the country 
in December and January. 
~ Scientists report that vast fields J 
of carbon dioXide ice are erod111g f 
from the poles of Mars. Over hme. " 
this could possibly prompt the ~ 
return of water to the Red Planet !i 
1' A -class of gi.-1 squid IS 
discoveled. The - squid can grow 
to lengthS ol25 teet. and has fins and 
10 spidely arms with elbows. 
1' On November 7, the supersonic 
Concorde a•rplane flies for the f1rst 
time sonce the July 2000 crash that 
killed 113 people. Right F002 
travels from Paris to New York in 
just under four hours. 
1' Scient•sts in Argentina d1scover 
several 8()-million·year·old 
unhatched dinosaur eggs with 
petr~ied dinosaur embryos inside 
-1- Apple releases the sleek new 
iPod. allowing users to store 
'!P -10' 1, 000 d1g11al -song Illes 
1or on-the-go enJOYment 
1' The MR2 camera pill allows 
doctors to examine the inside 
of the human Intestine without 
surgery. PalieniS swallow the 
"pill," which transmiiS digital 
images to a dati recorde( 
-1- The Segway Human Transporter. a gyr(H)C)Otrolled 
soooter mvented by Oean Kamen, is tested by police 
and postal workers in several states. 
-1- The AbioCor. the world's f.rst fully •mplantable 
art•hcial heart. is o•ven to 59·year-old Robert Tools. 
Sadly. Tools passes away 1n December from 
unrelated causes. 
+- The Amencan economy enters a 
recess1on 1n March 2001. and the 
srtuat10n worsens siQmfiCantty after 
September 11. Unemployment nses 
to 1ts hiQhest rate '" s1x years. 
1-+ Winnie the Pooh, fondly known 
by countless children and 
adu~s as "the tubby little 
cubby all stuffed w~h fluff," 
celebrates his 75th birthday. 
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1' 1970s Swedish band Abba enjoys 
revival•n the Broadway smash hit 
Mamma Mia! 'fhe mus1eat features 
three •ntertwined love stories and 
over 20 of Abba's greatest hits. 
f- The Emmy Awards for Best Actress 
and Best Supportmg Actress 1n a 
Comedy oo to CBS's ·everybody 
Loves Raymond" stars Patncia 
Heaton and DoriS Roberts. 
f- Shrek and Donkey, voiced 
by Mike Myers and Edd1e 
Murphy, hit the theaters 
to teach a valuable lesson 
about true love 1n Shrek . 
..:: CBS's ·ure Show With Dav~d 
Lenerman· helps people cope w~h 
their emotions in the weeks alter 
the September 11 terronst attacks. 
1' The WB scores a flyaway ,hit 
w~h ·smallville;· the stoJY of 
- Supermail'sl\igfi sCfiOoi years. 
The show stars newcomer Tom 
Welling as the young Superman. 
-7 Actor Josh Hartnen solid•f•es 
his role as a leadmg man 
1n Hollywood with a pair of 
blockbuster war movies; Pearl 
Harbor and Black Hawk Down. 
.J, Russell Crowe recewes hiS third 
straiQht Oscar nom.na1ion lor 
Best Actor With his challengu~g 
role as a paranoid·sch•zophreniC 
1n A Beau/Jful Mmd 
1' Popular WB TV series "Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer· receives rave 
reviews for presenting an entire 
episode as a musical. 
4- The htghly antiCipated movie Harry Po"er 
and the Sorcerer's Stone sets records for 
opening weekend. and first second and 
third place Single-day box-office totals. 
1' Enterta ners and maJOr TV networ1cs 
come together 1r1 hiStone fashoon for 
the "Arnenca· A Tnbute to Heroes" 
telethon. ra1sing over $150 m1llion 
for September 11 relief efforts. 
4- Nmtendo's Gamecube and 
Microsoft's X·Box enter the video 
game market to compete with 
Sony's smash·h1t PlayStation 2. 
1' The Lord of the Rmgs · The 
FellowShiP of the Rmg. the first 
movie ol J.R.R Tolk1en's fantasy 
trilogy. receives 13 Oscar 
nommat1ons 1ncfudmg Best Plclure. 
4- Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks 
collaborate to prOduce the 
1 O·ep1s0de HBO World War II 
epic Band of Brothers. based 
on the best-sell1ng book by 
Ambrose. 
1' Kiefer Sutherland stars 1n Fox's 
GOlden Globe Winner "24 • The 
show IS deiNered in two dOW! 
real-time eptSOdes based on one 
action-packed day '" the Ide ol 
fiCtional CIA agent Jack Bauer. 
1' Sony Pictures. Warner Bros .• Universal. MGM 
and Paramount movie studios discuss the joint 
creation of Moviefly-the f~tstlntemet-based 
downloadable movie rental system. 
1' The mUSic frOfR the hd movie 0 Brother. Where Al1 Thou? 
becomes country mUSic's top-seller for2001 and receiVeS 
a Gram my OOfnination for Album of lhe Year. 
Music 
~ Colombian muSIC sensation Shalora 
brings her h!Qh-energy Latin pop to 
the U.S. wllh her l1rst EngliSh-language 
album. Laundry serwce. 
~ Popular rapper JJ Rule IS 
oom1nated lor tne 2002 NAACP 
Image AwardS Outstand ng 
H1p-~ Artist IOf the 
song "lMn' h Up." 
7 Singer/actress Aalttah IS killed 
1n a private plane crash 111 the 
Bahamas. During her eight-year 
career. Aalttah released three hd 
COs and appeared 1n several 
feature films. 
-1- Musicians j01n together tor several concerts. including The Concert 
lor New York Clly. 10 pay lnbule 10 lhe victims and raise money tor 
recovery efforts aller I he Seplember 11 lerrorist attacks. 
1' To benefit AI OS research 
September 11 relief effo~ 
Bonoi'ecruits-moSiCianS to record 
Marvin Gaye's "What's GOing On." } 
Participating artiSts include Nelly 
Furtado. Fred Durst. Gwen Stefani, I 
Moby and many more. l 
7 Modem rock group Incubus f 
stonns onto the muSIC scene ~ 
wllh the release of the widely j 
acclaimed album Morning VI8W. I 
1' Legendary Bealles' gu•larist George 
Harnoson. lhe so-eatled ·ou1e1 Beatie." 
dies after a three-year battle ,.,,th cancer. 
-1- Rock bands like P.QO.use their fa,th to 
help bring the Chrisuan rock/pop musiC 
message into the mainstream muSIC scene 
1' lnsh rock group U2's Elevation 
Tour IS the top-grossing tour of 
the year. earning U2 the title of 
Band of the Year from bOth Spin 
and Rollin(/ Stone magazines. 
-1- FalbOy Slim wins six MlV Video 
Music Awards for his video for the 
song "Weapon of Choice~ featuring 
a dancing Christopher Walken. 
1' Alicia Keys wms two Amencan 
Music Awards for Favonte New 
Art1st in bOth the Pop/Rock and 
the SouVR&B categories for her 
debut release Songs m A Mmor. 
-1- Country singer Tim McGraw w1ns 
five Billboard MUSIC Awards. 
including Country Album of the 
Year for Greatest H1ts. 
1' l.Jmp Billa! gurtanst Wes 
Borland leaves the band to 
pursue hos own musical career. 
+- Australian female stnng quartet 
Bond reaches the top of the U.S. 
c1ass1cal album charts- desprte 
bemo blacklisted from the U.K. 
chart for soundmg too similar 
to pop music. 
·-1 Sports 
-
f- The 14·poin1 underdog New 
England PalllOIS shock NFl viewers 
by kid<ing a drama1ic las1·second 
field goal to upset the Stlouis 
Rams 20·17111 Super Bowt XXXVI. 
7 MIChael Jordan,38.retums to the 
NBA with the Washington Waards 
Jordan fitts arenas natiOnwide and 
propelS the previously doormat 
Waart!s to instant respectabthty 
wrth an over·SOO record. 
1' The Arizona Diamondbacks stun the 
New Yolk Yankees to wtn the World 
Series with a two-run rally In the 
bollom of the ninlh Inning of Game 7. 
+- s.. Francisco's Barry Bonds 
makes baseball history with 73 
home runs and 1M! astounding 
slugging perl:8lllage ol 
.863-bolh aHrne reconls. 
~ In Novem~ NASCAR 
supeiSiaJ' Jeff Gordon 
wins his fourth Winston 
CUp Cllamplonshlp 
1' Former Georgia high school 
homecoming queen Ashley Martin 
becomes the first female to score 
in Division 1-AA college football 
by kicking three extra points for 
Jacksonville State. 
1' The Colorado Avalanche skate to 
victory in the 2001 NHL Rnals 
against the New Jersey Devils, 
marking the first Stanley Cup win 
for 20-year veteran Ray Bourque. 
4- Future Hall of Famers Tony Gwynn, Mark McGwire and Gal Ripken Jr. 
an retire from majOr league baseball at the end of the 2001 season. 
1' The NFL season begins on a 
lraQiC note when Minnesota 
v~ laclde KoiW S1rlnger 
colapses al Plactlce 
and dies a day later fnlm 
healstJOke complk:alloiiS. 
1' In the ftrst Saturday n1Q1tt women's U.S 
Open final, tennis ace Venus Willms defells 
her younger sister Serw 6-2, H 
Faces 
1' Wendy's founder and 
familiar television figu~ 
Oave Thomas succumbs 
to liver cancer at age 69. 
~ JOhn Walker L1ndh, a 20.year-old 
California natJve. becomes a prisoner 
of war after he 1s found '" Afghanistan 
hghMg tor theTallban forces. As a 
US. CitiZen. Walker may face charges 
of treason. 
1' NBC's 1V game show "The 
Wea~t Unk:.~ains pOJ)Illarity 
thanks to the assertive 
demeanor of British 
hostess Anne Robinson. 
~ The future king of England, Prince 
William of Wales. 19. enters 
the Umversrty of St. Andrews 
in southeastern Scotland 
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